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It has been two years since COVID-19 forced a sea change across nearly every sector. Businesses rushed to challenge 
conventional models and adapt to new norms. In many cases, such as with e-commerce and telehealth, a multi-year march 
toward adoption was dramatically accelerated by a stay-at-home and work-from-home environment. 

Simultaneously, a politically and socially charged atmosphere, including contentious U.S. elections and deepening 
geopolitical rifts such as United States-China relations, further increased market tension and uncertainty.

Remarkably, despite this backdrop of general unease and disorder, extraordinary innovation persisted in areas as diverse 
as cryptocurrencies and digital assets, electrified transportation, health care delivery models, clean energy, and robotics 
and automation.

In this year’s edition of Themes To Watch, we once again feature areas of investor focus where Cowen’s domain expertise 
has been central to the discussion and debate. In all cases, Cowen Research offered its hallmark collaborative approach 
to help inform our viewpoints, working across sector teams to provide valuable perspective. Each theme highlighted is 
accompanied by a listing of relevant Cowen reports and events, which we hope supports deeper engagement on these 
pivotal issues.

Our approach also overlays the views of our Washington Research Group. The global political environment that has 
characterized the last several years has highlighted a populace deeply divided. Absent a more collective will, divining the 
outcome of key policy debates has become even more critical to forecasting financial markets, particularly in the face of 
inflationary forces and a U.S. government spending program of extraordinary magnitude.

Finally, Cowen has made ESG and sustainability central to our research agenda. This year, we became the first major Wall 
Street firm to place company-specific ESG Scores on the cover of its research reports. We cover over 120 sustainability-
related stocks, and through our flagship Ahead Of The Curve® Series, Cowen analysts have authored numerous 
groundbreaking reports including the Future of Mobility Primer, Sustainable Energy & Industrial Technology Primer, and a 
landmark, seven-report series on energy transition.

As the haze of COVID-19 lifts, we will continue to keep a sharp focus on our Ahead Of The Curve® mission, looking through 
a wide lens to develop a comprehensive view of the key themes we expect to drive investment gains and losses in 2022 
and beyond.

We hope this work is helpful to you in the year ahead.

Sincerely,

Robert Fagin
Director of Research
Cowen
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“The $7 trillion transportation industry 
is ripe for transformation given 

technology advancements in batteries 
and sensing equipment that 
are enabling electrified and 

autonomous vehicles.”
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Megatrends such as electrification, 
autonomy and active safety are picking  
up momentum across all forms of mobility. 
At its forefront, the future of mobility 

is highlighted by accelerating momentum in electric 
vehicles (EVs). Nearly all major auto manufacturers 
have announced electric vehicle plans. In addition, 
a wave of new mobility applications are being 
introduced across rail, trucks, buses, aviation, and 
even marine. 

Technology developments such as increased 
processing power, widespread communications 
network coverage, and large-scale data processing 
and machine learning are facilitating disruption. We 
see ADAS (advanced driver assistance systems), 
connectivity and next-gen cockpit/HMI (human to 
machine interface) related revenue streams achieving 
the most near-term widespread adoption, with 
electrification coming in the 2023-2025 timeframe, 
and autonomy later in the decade.

The $7 trillion transportation industry is ripe for 
transformation given technology advancements in 
batteries and sensing equipment that are enabling 
electrified and autonomous vehicles. Active safety 
features, electrification, ride sharing, and eventually 
autonomous driving will reshape the global car market 

over the coming decade. These represent sea changes 
versus what traditional auto investors had been 
focused on, such as marginal component wins and 
the seasonally adjusted annual rate (SAAR) of sales. 
Development efforts around autonomy have led to 
“stickier” relationships between Tier 1 suppliers and 
manufacturers as they form more strategic alliances. 

We believe electrification of transport will happen 
sooner than the market expects. We expect that 
EVs, 6% of global vehicle sales this year, will rise to 
16% share of new vehicles in 2025 vs. consensus of 
10%. We project EV sales to rise nearly 6x to 34% of 
the global total in 2030. We see traditional internal 
combustion engines losing market share, largely 
to hybrids and electrified solutions. A number of 
countries have already proposed or have passed laws 
banning ICE-based vehicles, with China being the most 
notable. Aside from the availability of cheaper and 
more effective batteries, carbon dioxide restrictions 
in China and Europe (the latter calls for a 55% CO2 
reduction between 2021 and 2030) are accelerating EV 
timelines. 

Electric and autonomous vehicle advancements are 
also paving the way for new mobility applications in 
areas such as rail, aircraft, and delivery robots and 
drones. 

Source: Cowen and Company

“ICE” refers to internal combustion engines.  
Source: IHS Global Production Forecast, Bloomberg New Energy Finance for 
2010-2016, Cowen and Company estimates 2017 and beyond 

Countries Looking To Ban Internal 
Combustion Engines And Timeline  
(final year indicated)

Source: Bloomberg New Energy Finance, Cowen and Company
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WATCHING

Electric Vehicles
Today, the average electric vehicle is about $7,000 
more expensive than a comparable internal 
combustion engine model. The narrowing of this gap 
will be driven by falling battery prices and by an 
increase in the cost of ICEs due to carbon and fuel 
economy standards in Europe and China and the shift 
to 48-volt architectures. Cowen forecasts that the 
cost of batteries is falling at a pace that puts electric 
vehicles on track to be cheaper to buy than internal 
combustion engine vehicles beginning around 2024. 
According to Bloomberg New Energy Finance, battery 
prices fell to $137/kWh in 2020, down 13% from $156/
kWh in 2019. BNEF also projects the average price 
of a battery pack will be below $100/kWh by 2024 
and reach just under $60/kWh by 2030 on a volume-
weighted average basis. In addition, we note that 
the use of silicon carbide-based power electronics 
in devices such as inverters, as well as electric 
motor advancements, will drive down the number of 
batteries needed per vehicle over time. The transport 
sector is the fastest-growing contributor to climate 
change, accounting for 23% of global energy-related 
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. Electric transport 
offers a key solution.

Autonomous Vehicles
We believe that new mobility business models and 
falling costs of critical technology components will 
usher in a growing number of partially and fully 
autonomous vehicles after 2025. This trend will likely 
have a dramatic impact on car ownership after 2030. 
In the meantime, we see faster growth of AV usage 
in automated robots for delivery applications and 
for Level 4 (high automation) trucking. Autonomous 
passenger car development has taken longer than 
expected, particularly as COVID-19 stunted real-world 
testing and led to increased use of simulation. We 
believe that initial autonomous vehicles are likely to 
be for commercial fleet applications with set routes. 

Batteries
Today, batteries make up about 30-35% of the cost 
of an EV. We see this falling to about 25% by 2025. 
Between 2010 and 2020, battery prices fell 89%. 
Continued price decreases are anticipated, driven 
by increased energy density, less scrap, and lower 
material costs with changes in chemistry. Economies 
of scale and higher electrical efficiency due to shifts 
in semiconductor and motor technology are further 
driving this price drop. Migration to lithium metal 
anodes or solid state could provide a further step 
function change to pricing at the end of the decade. 
We believe that plug-in charging will be the dominant 
solution in the near term, but an industry transition to 
wireless charging could eventually lead to lower range 
requirements, and thus, to smaller batteries. 

VIEW VIDEOS + MORE INSIGHTS COWEN.COM/THEMES2022

Historical Battery Pack Prices ($/kWh)

Source: Bloomberg New Energy Finance, Cowen and Company
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Autonomous Vehicles: Cowen’s 
Development Forecast

Source: Cowen and Company

Jeffrey Osborne
Sustainability & Mobility 
Technology

Gabe Daoud, Jr.
Battery Technology  
& EV Charging

Cai Von Rumohr
Aerospace, Defense 
Electronics & Government 
Services

Helane Becker
Airlines, Airfreight  
& Aircraft Leasing

David Deckelbaum, CFA
Next-Generation Materials 
and Energy

Jason H. Seidl
Airfreight & Surface 
Transportation

John Blackledge
Internet

Matthew D. Ramsay
Semiconductors

Marc Bianchi, CFA
Industrial Gas & Equipment

Jason Gabelman
Next-Generation Fuels  
and Energy

Joseph Giordano, CFA
Diversified Industrials, 
Automation & Robotics

Paul Silverstein
Telecom & Networking 
Equipment

Joshua Buchalter, CFA
Semiconductors

Karl Ackerman, CFA
Semiconductors &  
Storage Hardware

Colby Synesael
Communications 
Infrastructure &  
Telecom Services

J. Derrick Wood, CFA
Software

2016-2020
Test and pilot programs of "robo-taxis" in large cities. Test 
fleets operational starting in '18 in small sections of large 
metro areas.

2021-2024
Full AV technology likely available for integration, although 
where they are allowed to operate fully automatically is likely 
very limited.

2025-2029

Fleets of AVs available in some metro areas. Consumers will 
still own their own vehicles. What uptake is and availability of 
retrofitting equipment if at all remains to be seen.

Heavy duty trucking use grows for Level 4 functionality.

2030+ Expect gradual adoption of AVs by consumers and potential 
impact to society on how and where we live.
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Semiconductor Shortages and 
Disruption in the Supply Chain
Semiconductor shortages and logistics disruptions 
continue to pressure the auto industry and led to a 
reduction in guidance by most major manufacturers 
for the second half of 2021. We estimate that the 
shortage crimped production by about 2.85 million 
units in 3Q21, 2.3 million units in 2Q21, and 1.4 million 
units in 1Q21. IHS currently forecasts 9% vehicle 
sales growth in 2022, which is dependent in part on 
semiconductor supply recovery. 

Rail Automation and Autonomy
We believe one-person crews will be introduced into 
commercial Class I rail service in two to four years, 
and will be in widespread use in five to seven years. 
“No person” trains could be introduced in three to six 
years, but we do not see widespread adoption for the 
foreseeable future. We expect the North American 
freight rail network will near full automation in five 
years. Railroad companies should see material margin 
and revenue upside as a result. 

Wabtec’s new FLXdrive battery electric freight 
locomotive was tested on a revenue service haul with 
BNSF in San Joaquin Valley (Northern California) in 
April 2021. We would be unsurprised if a few FLXdrive 
locomotives entered commercial service in 2023, with 
numbers rising to the low teens in 2024 and 2025, and 
markedly higher beyond that. Wabtec is also working 
on the development of locomotives for transit services 
to operate in a zero emissions environment. 

These technologies could significantly expand freight 
and transit rail’s energy efficiency advantages. Rail 
freight is already 3x-6x more energy efficient than 
truck freight transportation. Public transit is key 
in the climate change fight. According to the U.S. 
Department of Transportation, heavy rail transit such 
as subways and metros already produce, on average, 
76% lower greenhouse gas emissions per passenger 
mile than an average single-occupancy vehicle; 
light rail systems produce 62% less; and bus transit 
produces 33% less. 

Corporate Initiatives Help Fuel Adoption of 
Lower Carbon Emitting Transportation
UPS and FedEx continue to invest in new technologies 
to reduce their carbon footprint. They have invested 
in electric vehicles (such as UPS’s Arrival), robotics 

REPORTS PUBLISHED IN 2021

Ahead Of The Curve® Series
When Will eVTOL Disruption Pay Off?
June 17, 2021 

Ahead Of The Curve® Series
Disruption In The Aviation Industry
June 9, 2021

Ahead Of The Curve® Series
Shifting Gears? Deep Dive Into The Trucking 
Landscape
April 12, 2021

Ahead Of The Curve® Series 
General Dynamics - Extended Bizjet Lift Offers 
Valuation Reset Potential
March 29, 2021

Ahead Of The Curve® Series
Energy Transition, Part VI: Initiating On Next-
Gen Fuels
March 26, 2021 

Ahead Of The Curve® Series
Energy Transition, Part V: Industrial Gases And 
Hydrogen
March 18, 2021 

Ahead Of The Curve® Series
Energy Transition, Part IV: Initiating Next-Gen 
Materials
March 10, 2021 

Ahead Of The Curve® Series
Energy Transition, Part III: Initiating On EV 
Charging
March 8, 2021

Ahead Of The Curve® Series
Future Of Mobility Primer
September 8, 2020
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in their sort facilities, and electric aircraft. FedEx 
Express is starting to replace its global pickup and 
delivery vehicles with zero emission electric vehicles. 
Its goal is to reach carbon neutrality by 2040.

Aircraft Electrification 
Airlines have pledged to reduce their carbon footprint 
by 50% from 2019 levels by 2050. Several airlines are 
invested in various eVTOL (electric-powered vertical 
takeoff and landing) companies as they work toward 
replacing smaller aircraft with electric aircraft. 
The initial focus of eVTOL is likely to be ground 
transportation, with small electric aircraft to go from 
downtown areas to the airport. These aircraft seat 
four people; the largest projected aircraft from Lilium 
seats seven. The next iteration of eVTOLs will be a 
19-seat aircraft with a longer range, to replace smaller 
turboprops.

COWEN RESEARCH THEMES 2022 11
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Representative Airline and Logistics 
Company Investments in eVTOL 

Source: Company Reports, Cowen and Company
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Disruptive Mobility Series
Ongoing

Energy Transition Series
Ongoing

Global Transportation & 
Sustainable Mobility Virtual Summit
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Mobility Disruption Conference
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“We believe energy of the “We believe energy of the 
future will be de-carbonized, future will be de-carbonized, 

distributed, and digitalized, and distributed, and digitalized, and 
we are focused on trends and we are focused on trends and 
technologies levered to these technologies levered to these 

three key pillars of an emerging three key pillars of an emerging 
new global energy complex.”new global energy complex.”

ENERGY 
TRANSITION
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In May 2021, the International Energy Agency (IEA) 
characterized the nascent global transition away 
from carbon-based energy sources as “perhaps 
the greatest challenge humankind has ever 

faced,” calling for a halt to any new oil, gas or coal 
development to allow the world to achieve net zero 
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions by 2050.

Countries responsible for 77% of global CO2 emissions 
have pledged to achieve net zero, but most of these 
are not yet anchored by near-term policies, and the 
pledges to date would still leave roughly 22 billion tons 
of CO2 emissions worldwide in 2050.

In the face of growing fears about the profound 
impacts of climate change, governments, non-
governmental organizations (NGOs), corporations and 
individuals are accelerating their efforts. We believe 
the transition to sustainable energy is entering the 
intersection of political and economic agendas, such 
as in the U.S., where the centerpiece of the Biden 
administration’s policy framework is an infrastructure 
plan that aims to accelerate deployment of renewable 
technologies and drive sizable job creation while 
establishing energy self-sufficiency.

We see energy transition as a key investment theme 
and driver of large-scale economic activity for the 
coming decades. The Task Force on Climate Related 
Financial Disclosures has estimated that $3.5 trillion 
of capital for new energy investment is needed each 
year in order to transition to a lower carbon economy. 
At these levels, roughly $70 trillion in investment 
spending is needed by 2040 in order to meet the goals 
of the Paris Climate Agreement.

We believe multiple paths and energy sources will be 
needed to reach net zero, and that many different 
segments of energy transition will benefit from 
unprecedented levels of new investment as myriad 
technologies and solutions are developed and 
deployed to succeed across a wide spectrum of needs 
and use-cases.

We expect investment levels and overall activity 
around energy transition to continue to grow, driven 
by emissions objectives, generational priorities and 
declining cost curves. We believe energy of the future 
will be de-carbonized, distributed, and digitalized, and 
we are focused on trends and technologies levered 
to these three key pillars of an emerging new global 
energy complex.
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Key Factors Accelerating the De-Carbonized Energy Transition

Source: Cowen and Company
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• Energy price affordability ENERGY
TRANSITION

• Technology innovation and evolution

• Digitalization as a technology enabler
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WHAT WE’RE 
WATCHING
Economics of Renewable Energy
We believe the increasingly compelling economics of 
many renewable energy solutions will be a critical 
driver of adoption. Utility-scale solar and wind 
applications already show a more attractive levelized 
cost of energy (LCOE) than traditional energy sources, 
and we believe adoption will continue to be spurred by 
declining cost curves across a range of technologies.
 
According to the Solar Energy Industry Association, 
residential solar costs have dropped 58% since 
2010, with utility-scale solar showing an even more 
pronounced decline of 75% over the last decade. The 
cost of residential solar installation has dropped by 
more than 80% since the 2006 implementation of 
an investment tax credit to encourage adoption, and 
2020 saw the highest level of U.S. residential solar 
installations to date.
 

EVs and Electrification
We believe electrification of transport will happen 
sooner than the market expects. We continue to 
maintain above-consensus estimates for electric 
vehicle (EV) penetration at 16% in 2025 vs. market 
expectations of 13%. We see increased EV penetration 
as a headwind for hydrocarbon-based transportation, 
with adoption of EVs accelerating as the price gap 
in EVs and internal combustion engine (ICE) vehicles 
narrows. While EV costs should continue to decline, 
ICE costs are increasing, driven in part by growing 
expenses due to low-carbon mandates. For example, 
in 2022, automakers are set to pay over €20 billion in 
fines if CO2 requirements are not met, and these rising 
costs will inevitably be passed on to the consumer. 
Moreover, the emergence of new financing business 
models is another economic incentive poised to 
stimulate continued consumer adoption of EVs. Please 
see our section on mobility for further details.

Hydrogen
We believe hydrogen has a significant role to play 
in this decade and beyond on the path to net zero. 

COWEN EVENTS Cowen 2021 Energy Summit
December 1-3, 2021

Cowen Global Transportation & Sustainable Mobility Summit
September 8-10, 2021

Cowen Sustainability & Energy Transition Summit
June 8-9, 2021

Cowen Mobility Disruption Conference
March 11-12, 2021

ESG Status Update on Carbon Markets: What Investors Need to 
Know
November 16, 2021
Conference Call

Disruptive Mobility Series
Ongoing Conference Call Series 

Energy Transition Series
Ongoing Conference Call Series 
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 Improving Unsubsidized Economics of Renewable Energy Versus Traditional Sources

Source: U.S. Energy Information Administration, National Renewable Energy Laboratory, Cowen and Company
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Now that renewable power costs have fallen and 
electrolyzer technology has scaled to the MW level, 
we see the 2020s as the decade when the green 
hydrogen opportunity will become widely apparent 
and scale-up will begin.

Low-cost renewable power is enabling the hydrogen 
economy to develop new ways to fuel difficult-to-
decarbonize industries such as heavy-duty mobility 
(e.g., trains, trucks, buses, and boats) as well as heavy 
industry, including steel and cement.

Hydrogen has the ability to power fuel cells and 
combustion with zero CO2 emissions, and it has 
the benefit of being able to store energy and be 
transported. We see considerable policy support to 
bolster and scale the hydrogen market, and we believe 
green hydrogen production costs will be at parity with 
fossil fuels by ~2030+.
 
Battery Ecosystem
The pairing of battery technology and renewable 
energy sources for mobility and storage is significant, 
carrying with it a potential surge in use-cases and 
related investments. In the EV space alone, our 
proprietary forecast of mobile EV battery charging 
needs estimates a CAGR of 32% through 2030 as 
11 million charging connectors and a cumulative 

18

hardware investment of $40 billion are deployed to 
service an estimated 25 million EVs on the road, in the 
U.S. alone.

However, batteries are no longer just a form of 
storage for cars. As battery costs decline and storage 
capacity grows, battery storage solutions and 
supporting data analytics are becoming important 
drivers of smart grid solutions and distributed 
generation business models, prompting corporations 
and consumers to move away from the grid. The 
distributed energy production enabled by battery 
technology and big data analytics results in an 
optimized system that is more sustainable, demand-
driven, cost-efficient and resistant to cyber and 
security interference.

Next-generation materials such as lithium and rare 
earths are key drivers of energy transition and 
mobility technology, providing the raw materials 
necessary for future growth. Lithium is a critical 
component in battery manufacturing that serves EVs, 
energy storage and other uses, while rare earths, 
particularly NdPr (neodymium praseodymium), are 
used in the formation of permanent magnets that 
are an essential element to EV motor efficiency, wind 
turbine engines, and several other applications.

We see a long-term demand picture for lithium that 
leaves the market 35% under supplied in 2030 as 
demand grows and U.S. policy-makers succeed only 
in modest diversification of supply chains away from 
China. These demand and supply-chain dynamics are 
likely to keep critical next-generation materials at the 
center of thematic and geopolitical focus as energy 
transition unfolds.

Next-Generation Fuels
Biofuels, and more specifically renewable diesel 
(RD) and sustainable aviation fuel (SAF), are gaining 
interest and traction, supported by market regulations 
with sufficient return rates to encourage rapid growth 
while playing a meaningful role in energy transition.
With carbon emissions that are ~50%+ lower than 
traditional diesel and a unique fungibility allowing 
it to be commingled with petroleum-based diesel 

in unlimited amounts, we believe renewable diesel 
will play an important part in the future of mobility. 
We expect to see increased capacity of renewable 
diesel becoming available, growing by 5 billion gallons 
between now and 2025, with 60% of that capacity 
growth in the U.S.

We also see substantial growth opportunity for 
natural gas driven by continuing EV penetration, with 
natural gas potentially seeing a cumulative demand 
increase of 50x between 2020 and 2040 to reach just 
over 50 billion cubic feet per day.
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Key Function of Hydrogen in the Decarbonized Energy Transition

Source: U.S. Energy Information Administration, National Renewable Energy Laboratory, Cowen and Company

WE BELIEVE HYDROGEN 
SHOULD WIN A LARGE SHARE 

OF THE ENERGY MARKET

ENABLE THE RENEWABLE ENERGY SYSTEM DECARBONIZE END USES

• It is emissions-free.

• Its only by-product is water.

• Excess renewable energy from 
wind and solar is often wasted. 
Hydrogen is storable.

• Wind and solar are now lowest 
cost in 60% of the world, 
creating a clean, low-cost way 
to produce hydrogen.

• Using renewables to create 
hydrogen is like having a large, 
inexpensive battery. 
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4Enlarge large-scale 
renewables integration 
and power generation 

Distribute energy 
across sectors and 
regions

Help decarbonize 
transportation

Help decarbonize 
industrial energy use

Help decarbonize 
building heat and 
power

Act as a buffer to 
increase system  
resilience Serve as renewable 

feedstock 

“We see considerable 
policy support to bolster 
and scale the hydrogen 
market, and we believe 
green hydrogen 
production costs will 
be at parity with fossil 
fuels by ~2030+.”



“It is rare when there is a 
bipartisan consensus on 
Capitol Hill these days. 

A digital dollar may 
be the exception.”

 CRYPTOCURRENCIES 
& DIGITAL ASSETS
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blockchain-based form of finance that does not rely 
on central financial intermediaries such as brokerages, 
exchanges, or banks to offer traditional financial 
instruments, but instead utilizes “smart contracts” 
on blockchains (blockchains are decentralized and 
distributed digital ledgers consisting of records called 
“blocks”).

Finally, Congress and the IRS are looking to clamp 
down on the tax front. The infrastructure bill will 
require crypto trading platforms to make the same 
tax reports that one would get if they traded 
equities at an online broker. In addition, we expect 
the reconciliation package will apply the “wash-sale 
rule” to crypto. This means investors who sell crypto 
when prices fall cannot immediately repurchase those 
crypto assets if they plan to claim a tax loss. These 
rules apply to equity trading today.

Q. What is the lens through which you think the U.S. 
government will approach cryptocurrency and other 
digital assets? In other words, how will lawmakers 
think about what are essentially novel instruments?

A. The instruments may be novel, but the thinking 
is traditional. The government is looking past the 
technology and to the function. In other words, the 
government is seeking to regulate crypto solutions 
the same as the product or service that it is seeking 
to replace. That means initial coin offerings are 
regulated as IPOs, and stablecoins are regulated as 
money market mutual funds or as commercial banks. 
That means the same consumer protections, investor 
protections and AML/BSA requirements that applied 
to the traditional product would apply to the crypto-
based alternative. It is why we argue often that crypto 
solutions need to have a benefit that is more than just 
less regulation.

 
Q. What are your thoughts on a “digital dollar”? What 
do you think that offering could look like, and what are 
your thoughts on when the Fed may roll out a “beta” 
product? And finally, what are legislators’ underlying 
motivations as they contemplate a digital dollar? 

A. It is rare when there is a bipartisan consensus on 
Capitol Hill these days. A digital dollar may be the 
exception. Democrats view it as a way to bring the 
unbanked into the financial system, while Republicans 
see it as central to remaining competitive with China, 
which is rolling out its own digital currency. This 
means there is bipartisan support for the Federal 
Reserve to proceed.

The question is whether the Fed will act. I think the 
answer is “yes” because ultimately, this is the direction 
that other central banks are headed. The Federal 
Reserve does not feel the need to be first, but we 
suspect it also does not want to be a laggard. 
The structure is a harder question to answer. Our 
view is that it will not be decentralized, as the Federal 
Reserve will want to control the blockchain it is built 
upon. This is both to guard against cyber theft and 
because it sees control as central to its monetary 
policy responsibilities. Consumers would keep their 
digital dollars in digital wallets that their banks issue. 
We suspect there also will be a public option for those 
without bank accounts. Those accounts would then 
operate similar to a Starbucks card today. Consumers 
would spend down their balance before converting 
more real dollars into digital dollars. Merchants 
would accept the payments, which would transfer 
immediately to their wallets. It would not use the 
existing debit interchange rails.

Jaret Seiberg is a policy analyst in Cowen’s 
Washington Research Group focused on 
financial services regulation and legislation. 
Among the topics Jaret closely covers are 
cryptocurrencies and digital assets. Cowen’s 
Themes To Watch interviewed Jaret on his 
thoughts about this emerging area of 
investor interest. 

Q. Jaret, Congress and a variety of agencies are now 
focused on potential areas of cryptocurrency/digital 
asset regulation and legislation. What are some the 
most critical governmental actions on the horizon?

A. The government is preparing for action on several 
fronts. The President’s Working Group consists of the 
top financial regulators. It issued a study on November 
1 that calls for Congress to limit stablecoin issuance 
to banks (stablecoins are essentially strings of code 
that are authenticated via an online ledger. Unlike 
cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin, stablecoins are pegged 
to a sovereign currency, like the dollar). 

Enacting legislation will take time, which is why we 
expect the SEC will in the interim deem stablecoins to 
be securities. That will then force stablecoin issuers 
to register as money market mutual funds. The other 
focus is on the digital dollar. The Federal Reserve is 
looking at both the policy and technical challenges 
with a digital dollar. These include what it would 
mean for commercial banks, and who would control 
consumer payment records. It also is how a digital 
dollar could be structured so it is secure but doesn’t 
become a tool for money laundering or terrorist 
financing. These are tough challenges, though it 
appears the Federal Reserve is moving down a path 
that will eventually lead to issuance of a digital dollar.

The government is also focused on trading platforms. 
The SEC seems likely to argue that these platforms 
must register with the agencies as exchanges as 
they are facilitating the trading of securities. This 
comes back to the SEC’s view that the vast majority 
of “tokens” are securities, as their value is dependent 
upon the work of others. This also likely includes 
bringing decentralized finance (“DeFi”) under the 
SEC’s authority. Decentralized finance refers to a 
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Cryptocurrencies (such as Bitcoin and Ethereum) and digital assets (such as a “digital 
dollar” or stablecoin) continue to evolve, and are increasingly capturing the attention 
of institutional investors. In the two interviews that follow, we explore some of the 
core investment themes surrounding this class of assets. 

Jaret Seiberg is the financial services and housing policy 
analyst in Cowen’s Washington Research Group, which has 
been routinely recognized by Institutional Investor among 
the top macro policy teams. He began following financial 
policy in the early 1990s as a journalist, including his roles 
as deputy Washington bureau chief for American Banker 
and as the Washington bureau chief for The Daily Deal. His 
bailiwick at Cowen includes issues related to commercial 
banks, housing, payments, investment banking, M&A, 
taxes, the CFPB, cryptocurrency, cannabis and Capitol Hill. 

Jaret Seiberg
Cowen Washington Research Group
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Q. It would seem that U.S. banks may have a lot to 
lose if a digital dollar were established. Currently, 
there are about $17 trillion in deposits that banks use 
to fund more profitable initiatives. They also earn ATM 
and overdraft fees. Wouldn’t the Federal Reserve be 
competing with U.S. banks for customers? And would 
a digital dollar make it harder for consumers and 
businesses to borrow money?

A. These are many of the objections that we hear 
from banks. And those objections are reasonable, 
though the Federal Reserve is likely to put forward 
solutions. For instance, consumers could be limited 
to how much in digital dollars they could hold at 
any one time. For bigger transactions, the Fed could 
require the consumer to instantly convert actual 
dollars to digital dollars, which then are immediately 
transmitted to the merchant. That would let banks 
retain most of their deposits. And it should mean that 
banks retain the liquidity needed to extend credit. 
It is why we don’t see this impacting underwriting 
standards.

We are less worried about ATM and overdraft fees. 
Those already are in decline. And if it is not a digital 
dollar then it would be the Fed Now instant payment 
system or the deployment of a stablecoin-based 
payment system that would further threaten those 
revenue streams.

As for competition between banks and the Federal 
Reserve, we believe the banks are likely to retain most 
of their customers. We expect the Federal Reserve 
will limit digital dollar wallets to banks. That means 
banks will control the bill pay and other features 
that customers have come to expect. They will also 
need other accounts to hold dollars in excess of their 
digital dollar limit. And for those without accounts, we 
expect the government will contract out with banks 
to provide the service rather than roll out Federal 
Reserve accounts for individuals. The Fed simply lacks 
the expertise to provide consumer accounts.

Q. There is an argument that a digital dollar could be 
a destabilizing force in the financial system. If there 
were a financial panic, for example, with a push of a 
button, depositors could pull their savings out of the 

bank and convert them into direct obligations of the 
government. How do you think this may play into how 
a digital dollar is structured? 

A. This is a very real concern. Money in a crisis 
moves to the safest asset. We saw this during the 
financial crisis when the government provided a 100% 
backstop to prime money market mutual funds. There 
was a sudden exodus of cash from the banks as big 
depositors sought the safety of the 100% backed 
MMMF. This forced the FDIC to roll out 100% insurance 
for bank accounts. There is a solution, however, to 
prevent a flight from bank deposits to digital dollars, 
which is to limit how much in digital dollars any 
individual is allowed to possess at any point in time. As 
long as that amount is below the FDIC insurance limit 
– which is currently $250,000 – then there should not 
be an outflow risk. And we would expect the limit to 
be closer to $1,000 than to $250,000.

Q. What are your thoughts on stablecoin? 

A. This is the top regulatory concern right now. 
Regulators view stablecoin issuers as no different 
than the private banks that existed prior to creation 
of the Federal Reserve and the FDIC. When there was 
a suggestion of financial trouble, there would be a run 
on the private bank. Regulators fear a similar run on 
stablecoins. Such a run could force a stablecoin issuer 
to sell assets at fire sale prices, which could then lead 
to trouble for money market mutual funds and others 
who own similar assets. 

We don’t believe that this is a big threat today, as 
stablecoins are primarily used to facilitate the trading 
of other crypto assets. But the worry would grow if 
stablecoins were used to make consumer payments 
such as Facebook proposed with Diem. That would 
suggest stablecoins were much bigger, which means 
they would own many more assets.

Regulators already are tackling this. It was the focus 
of the President’s Working Group report, which, 
as described earlier, calls for legislation to limit 
stablecoin issuance to FDIC-insured banks. As banks, 
those issuers would have access to the Federal 
Reserve for emergency liquidity so they would not 

BY THE NUMBERS

TOP 10 CRYPTOCURRENCY SPOT EXCHANGES BY VOLUME ($B)
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TOP 10 CRYPTOCURRENCIES BY MARKET CAP ($B)

Source: Cowen and Company, CoinMarketcap. Daily Volume on November 29, 2021
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necessarily have to dump assets if there was a spike 
in redemptions. Legislation takes time, which is 
why we expect the SEC will fill the gap by requiring 
stablecoin issuers to become money market mutual 
funds. That would bring liquidity requirements, 
audit requirements and supervision. The idea is such 
oversight would bolster investor confidence, and make 
redemption spikes less likely.

In May 2021, Cowen led a Series B financing 
for, and made a significant investment in, 
PolySign, with the goal of enabling Cowen’s 
institutional clients to seamlessly secure, 
access and leverage cryptocurrencies and 
digital assets in their portfolios. 

Led by a best-in-class team of cryptocurrency 
and financial services pioneers, PolySign 
has developed proprietary, next-generation 
blockchain technology that Cowen believes 
will be foundational to the development of 
secure, trusted digital asset infrastructure. 

For this year’s edition of Themes To Watch, 
we sat down for a discussion with Jack 
McDonald, PolySign’s CEO. 

Q. Jack, why was it necessary to create a platform 
like PolySign’s Standard Custody subsidiary for 
institutional investors? What are the problems you are 
looking to solve?

A. The digital asset market has seen a steady influx 
of institutional investors over the past few years. 
However, most digital asset service providers do not 
have the requisite level of infrastructure, compliance 
and overall maturity that institutional investors are 
used to. We founded Standard Custody to bridge this 
gap. Institutions need to know that they are operating 
in a compliant manner – and that their funds are 
secure. We’re aiming to solve both of those problems 
with Standard Custody.

Q. What are the particular nuances and challenges 
surrounding a platform like Standard Custody?

A. Digital assets were designed to operate in 
an inherently open monetary system, allowing 
participants to send funds to anybody with an 
internet connection, similar to how someone can 
email anybody in the world. Obviously, that poses 
a challenge to compliance with regulations that are 
designed to prohibit individuals from sending money 
to bad actors. As a result, we had to bridge both of 
those worlds when we designed our system.

Additionally, because it’s an open system, a digital 
asset transaction is irreversible – there is no recourse. 

In traditional equity trading markets, an estimated 5% 
to 10% of trades “break” and need remediation. As a 
digital asset custodian, we cannot have any mistakes. 
When we transfer digital assets on behalf of a client, 
we need to be 100% sure that the client actually 
intended to move the digital asset. We designed our 
system from the ground up to prevent these types of 
mistakes.

Finally, the cryptocurrency ecosystem moves fast. 
The market is not only 24 x 7 x 365, but the speeds at 
which crypto product and service developers move is 
incredible. As a result, I spend a considerable amount 
of time keeping up with what’s going on in the broader 
market and letting that inform our development 
roadmap.

Q. What are the components institutional investors 
need to make digital assets work?

A. I believe the three biggest factors currently 
determining the rate of institutional adoption are 
education, infrastructure and regulation. First 
and foremost, institutional investors need to 
fully understand the investment and operational 
implications of investing in digital assets. Once 
the “front office” of a given investment manager is 
comfortable with digital assets, the “middle/back 
office” needs infrastructure they can rely on. We 
built Standard Custody to operate within the existing 
operational ecosystem that buy- and sell-side firms 
deploy (including asset insurance) to make integrating 
with digital assets as seamless as possible for 
managers. The final factor to consider is regulation. 
Managers subject to the Investment Advisers Act of 
1940 are required to use Qualified Custodians for their 
assets. Standard Custody meets this requirement 
with our trust company license from the New York 
Department of Financial Services. 

Q. What do institutional investors need to know about 
regulations as it relates to crypto and digital assets?

A. Regulation in the crypto and digital asset 
industry is slowly evolving. As a result, it’s critical 
that investment managers appoint a custodian 

that is operating under the purview of a trusted 
and respected regulatory body with a developed 
framework for digital asset regulations. Accordingly, 
among the handful of states that award custody 
licenses for digital assets, we chose New York to 
establish our Trust Company. Coupled with its 
longstanding familiarity with institutional investors, 
New York State has led the way in digital asset 
regulation. Our customers find it a strategic advantage 
to partner with Standard Custody due to the fact that 
we are a Qualified Custodian under the framework of 
New York State banking law.

Q. What would you tell portfolio managers who want 
exposure to crypto and/or digital assets? Would it be 
coins, infrastructure, or something else entirely?

A. Most institutional investors have gravitated toward 
the “big two” (Bitcoin and Ethereum), particularly 
since, to date, the SEC has not classified these assets 
as securities. From our vantage point, Bitcoin and 
Ethereum are treated as typical “buy and hold” types 
of crypto. Many of the newer digital assets have more 
alpha but are much more risky and volatile, in our 
view. Thus, unless you have a close pulse on what’s 
going on in the crypto ecosystem, they may be too 
hard to track. Other factors to consider in selecting 
coins/tokens to invest in include the track record of 
the founding team, whether there’s a robust developer 

Jack McDonald is the Chief Executive Officer and a 
board member of both PolySign and its subsidiary, 
Standard Custody & Trust Co. He was previously 
CEO of Conifer Financial Services and, under his 
leadership, grew the company twenty-fold. He sold a 
strategic stake to Carlyle, then divested a division to 
Cowen, and sold the company to SS&C. He was also 
a former UBS executive and was inducted into Global 
Custodian’s “Legends Of The Industry.”

Jack McDonald
PolySign
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community around the new token, and any regulatory 
concerns. 

Q. There is lingering skepticism in some camps about 
cryptocurrencies, perhaps stemming from the fact 
that it has largely been retail customer driven and 
so volatile. What gives you confidence in the staying 
power of digital assets as an asset class?

A. What gives me confidence in digital as an asset 
class is that they’ve evolved from speculative assets 
to investments that an increasing number of leading 
institutions are adopting. Look at the growing 
list of global investment banks, corporations and 
institutional investors who have come forward in 
the past 18 months. It’s truly astonishing ... and yet 
we are still very early in the cycle. It’s also important 
to differentiate between cryptocurrencies and the 
broader spectrum of digital assets (e.g., security 
tokens, central bank digital currencies, stablecoins, 
etc.) which we believe have massive growth potential. 
Further, the underlying blockchain (and distributed 
ledger) technology underpinning the cryptocurrency 
market is also having a profound and (we believe) 
positive impact on a wide range of industries beyond 
finance, such as art, real estate and health care. 

Not all digital assets will be successful. That said, just 
because something has a silly name like “SushiSwap” 
or “PancakeSwap,” doesn’t mean they should be 
automatically discounted; we’d all have been lucky to 
have invested early in those assets!

Q. There has been some discussion of ESG issues 
surrounding crypto, particularly the energy 
consumption required for mining coins. What are your 
thoughts on that?

A. While one can highlight positive technological 
advances from mining, its negative environmental 
impact is real and should not be dismissed. However, 
the industry is moving away from mining (or “proof 
of work”) almost entirely, and toward a new type 
of blockchain algorithm called staking (or “proof of 
stake”). For example, Ethereum is in the process of 
migrating to staking, estimating that their energy 
consumption will be cut by 99.5% after the migration, 
which would be an astounding change. I think the 
environmental debate surrounding crypto mining will 
be minimized over time. 

Views expressed by PolySign are theirs alone.
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“The Biden Administration and 
Congress have ambitious plans 

to challenge China diplomatically, 
economically, technologically 

and militarily.”

CHINA
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In October 2020, data from polling firm Pew 
Research indicated that views of China have grown 
more negative in recent years across 14 advanced 
economies, and particularly since the onset of 

COVID-19. A majority in each of the surveyed countries 
had an unfavorable opinion of China, and in nine out 
of 14 (Australia, the United Kingdom, Germany, the 
Netherlands, Sweden, the United States, South Korea, 
Spain and Canada), negative views reached their 
highest points since Pew began polling on this topic 
more than a decade ago. 

At the same time, perceptions of China’s economic 
strength were extremely high. Of four options given, 
48% of those surveyed were most likely to see China 
as the world’s top economy. This was particularly 
true in Europe, where the majority in every country 
surveyed saw China as the world’s leading economic 
power. Across all countries, only 35% of those 
surveyed believed the U.S. is the world’s leading 
economy, and only 52% of Americans said the U.S. is 
the world’s leading economic power. Consider that in 
1990, there were no Chinese companies among the 
world’s 50 largest by market capitalization. By 2020, 
there were eight. During that time period, European 
companies’ presence on the list shrank from 15 to 
seven.

The Formal Bilateral Influence Capacity (FBIC) Index 
is a measure of influence between pairs of countries 
from 1960 through 2020. Spanning economic, political, 
and security dimensions, the Index attempts to 
capture the volume of interactions between pairs of 
countries and the dependence that one country has on 
the other. Chinese global influence has been growing 
rapidly in both size and reach. Since the 1990s, China’s 
“outward influence capacity”—the influence that 
a country can exert on the rest of the world—has 
soared, while America’s outward influence capacity 
has remained largely flat since the 1980s and dipped a 
bit in recent years.

Cowen has written extensively on intensified 
competition between the United States and China for 
economic dominance, and the market implications 
of increasing tension between the two countries. 
As our Washington Research Group has noted, “The 

Biden Administration and Congress have ambitious 
plans to challenge China diplomatically, economically, 
technologically and militarily.” President Xi stands 
for election in 2022, President Biden and Democrats 
faced pressure in the 2022 midterms from the GOP, 
and the 2024 elections will have a GOP primary field 
filled with China hawks. This makes it an unlikely 
environment for compromise. 

WHAT WE’RE 
WATCHING
Rethinking Supply Chains And Onshoring
Retail supply chain disruptions and silicon chip 
shortages causing interruption for myriad industries 
are by now well-identified 2021 events. Exacerbating 
regular patterns of a “bullwhip effect” on supply 
chains in those sectors were realities of interruptions 
from COVID-19. As one illustration specific to China, 
approximately 200 of the Fortune Global 500 have 
a direct presence in Wuhan, and a Dun & Bradstreet 
study estimated that 163 of the Fortune 1000 have 
Tier 1 suppliers (those they do direct business with) 
in the Wuhan area, with 938 more having one or 
more Tier 2 suppliers (which feed the first tier) in the 
vicinity of Wuhan. These factors, coupled with high 
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political tension between China and the United States, 
caused investors considerable consternation. 

In the apparel industry, for example, China represents 
a dual “portfolio concentration” challenge: It is the 
world’s largest producer of cotton (over 6 million 
tons, or about 25% of the world’s total), and the 
largest manufacturer of apparel (36% of global 
apparel imports originate in China). To mitigate risk, 
we anticipate increased “near-shoring,” particularly 
to Latin American countries such as Mexico and Peru 
(both of which have lower average manufacturing 
labor costs than China). On top of production and 
shipment issues, companies such as Nike and 
H&M announced last year that they would not use 
cotton from Xinjiang (roughly 80% of China’s cotton 
production, per Cowen analyst Oliver Chen) due to 
human rights concerns. This has also exacerbated 
supply chain issues.

Ensuring access to critical goods and materials has 
become a Biden Administration priority. In June, the 
White House completed a 100-day review of critical 
supply chains to ensure that “…production shortages… 
and potential actions by foreign competitors and 

adversaries never leave the United States vulnerable.” 
Among the focus areas are active pharmaceutical 
ingredients (APIs), semiconductors, battery 
technologies, and rare earth elements.

An emphasis on maintaining larger inventories to 
avoid supply chain problems could have implications 
for corporate earnings. According to one study, U.S. 
companies reduced their inventories by an average 
of 2% per year from 1981 to 2000, which helped fuel 
significant share buybacks. According to the BIS, U.S. 
companies bought back shares worth over $6 trillion 
in the last decade.

Financial Services
In 2020, Congress enacted legislation that requires 
U.S. stock exchanges to remove Chinese firms unless 
China grants the Public Company Accounting Oversight 
Board the ability to inspect audits of Chinese 
companies that trade in the United States. This move 
has the potential to limit the ease with which U.S. 
firms could invest in China. The United States is the 
largest market for publicly traded equities globally. At 
the end of 2019, the market capitalization of stocks 
traded on the Shanghai and Shenzhen exchanges was 
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about $8.5 trillion, versus $36.3 trillion for Nasdaq and 
the New York Stock Exchange. In mid-2021, President 
Biden signed an Executive Order that banned 
U.S. entities from investing in dozens of Chinese 
companies. Further complicating the issue is a July 
pronouncement from China’s cybersecurity regulator 
that any company with data on one million or more 
users would need government approval to publicly list 
in another country.

Antitrust & Innovation
Chinese government antitrust efforts against the likes 
of Alibaba, Tencent and ByteDance were decisive and 
surely swifter than any U.S. action against Facebook, 
Google or Amazon might be. Some argue that such 
actions level the playing field and foster fairness, 
while others argue that it could stifle innovation. 

The Technology Race
A new industrial policy toward China is emerging 
as the U.S. shifts from a defensive posture to an 
offensive approach. This posture is poised to impact 
critical areas of technology development, such 
as energy transformation and semiconductors. 
Electric vehicles are one illustration of the emerging 
competition between the two countries. Many 
in Western countries may not have heard of Nio, 
Xpeng Motors, IM Motors, or Zhejiang Geely. But 
China is building electric vehicle capacity nearly as 
fast as the rest of the world combined. Consultancy 
LMC Automotive estimates that China will be 
manufacturing over eight million electric cars by 2028 
– nearly 1.5x European production (5.7 million vehicles) 
and a massive 5.7x North American production 

(1.4 million vehicles), in part due to a significantly 
larger internal market (China saw 23.7 million new 
car registrations in 2018, versus 5.3 million in the 
U.S.). In raw materials for electric vehicle battery 
production, China also holds the lead, with 16% share 
of global lithium mining (and about 60% of global 
lithium processing), versus about 2% for the United 
States. To help foster a competitive edge for the U.S., 
the United States Innovation and Competition Act 
(USICA) is making its way through Congress. This Act 
would authorize billions of dollars in R&D spending 
over five years in key technology areas, including 
artificial intelligence, machine learning, cybersecurity, 
semiconductors and semiconductor manufacturing, 
quantum computing, robotics, advanced 
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communications (including 5G), biotechnology and 
genomics, and advanced energy (including battery 
technology).

In semiconductors, for example, 75% of the world’s 
semiconductor chips are produced in Asia, versus 
12% produced in the U.S. USICA is focused in part on 
funding to re-shore semiconductor fabs. Intel, Taiwan 
Semiconductor Manufacturing Co., and Samsung 
Electronics have announced plans for U.S-based 
semiconductor fabs. Jireh Semiconductor (Alpha and 
Omega), GlobalFoundries, and SkyWater are among 
those who operate U.S. fabs. The National Security 
Commission on Artificial Intelligence has also made 
broad recommendations (such as providing R&D 
funding and tax credits for onshore fabs) in an effort 
to assert U.S. dominance of the semiconductors 
industry. China is still a significant importer of 
semiconductors (close to $140 billion worth of semis 
– about one-third of the world’s total – were bought 
by China in 2020, per the Semiconductor Industry 
Association, versus just over $20 billion produced) but 
is making an effort to build its own internal capacity.

Defense Spending And Posture
The U.S. sees China as one of its key strategic threats. 
This year, the U.S. Department of Defense convened 

a special China task force to re-evaluate the United 
States’ defense policies and capabilities vis-à-vis 
China. China spends about 1% of its GDP on defense, 
versus about 3% for the United States, but that 
percentage belies the real growth in China’s military 
spending, which has grown nearly 60% in recent 
years, from about $131 billion in 2014 to about $209 
billion this year. Deterring China from any near-term 
action with Taiwan that could spill over into a wider 
conflict is a primary focus. 

India 
India shares a nearly 2,200 mile border with China 
and is likely to play an important role vis-à-vis Chinese 
influence. India is a member of The Quadrilateral 
Security Dialogue (QSD, also known as “the Quad”), a 
strategic dialogue that also includes the United States, 
Japan, and Australia and is largely China-focused.
China and India will see some of the most dramatic 
demographic changes of any countries over the 
next decade. Today, for every American child born, 
4.4 are born in China, and 6.5 are born in India. And 
while the U.S. and Europe constitute the majority of 
today’s global middle class, China, India, and Asia (ex-
Japan) will comprise the majority of global consumer 
purchasing power by 2030. By the end of this decade, 
China and India will be the two largest consumer 
markets on the planet. The U.S. is likely to increasingly 
court India as a political and economic partner.

“A new industrial 
policy toward China is 
emerging as the U.S. 
shifts from a defensive 
posture to an offensive 
approach.”
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Source: Company reports; Cowen and Company LLC estimates.
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 HEALTH CARE 
INNOVATION
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“2022 will be an inflection 
point for novel modalities 
and novel targets as these 

agents face off in competitive 
diseases and key approvals 
and data read outs loom.”



2021 was a landmark year 
for biotechnology 
and pharmaceutical 
innovation, from 

COVID-19 vaccines and the wide array of novel 
modalities advancing through the pipeline, to the first 
approvals for Alzheimer’s disease and a drug targeting 
a previously “hard-to-drug” tumor proliferation 
protein, KRAS. 2022 will be an inflection point for 
novel modalities and novel targets as these agents 
face off in competitive diseases and key approvals and 
data readouts loom. 

In 2021, cell and gene therapies (“C&GT”) continued 
to generate significant investor interest, with more 
than $3.9 billion raised via IPOs through September 
2021, up 110% from $1.8 billion in 2018. C&GTs include 
cell therapies such as chimeric antigen-receptor 
T cell (“CAR T”) therapies in development and on 
the market for cancer indications, as well as gene 
therapies that deliver a functional copy of a defective 
gene to patients with often rare genetic disorders. 
This investor interest also spilled over into C&GT tool 
providers, the companies that make the unique inputs 
required to manufacture and test C&GTs, with nearly 
$1.6 billion raised via IPOs in 2021 by these companies. 
In addition, Psychedelics such as ketamine, LSD, and 
psilocybin are emerging as a new means to treat 
neuropsychiatric disorders, with over $500 million 
raised in IPOs and a post-money valuation of $4.3 
billion for pure play psychedelics companies that have 
gone public since September 2020. This compares 
favorably with the $379 million raised via IPO for 
other neuropsychiatric companies during the same 
period.

This pace is matched on the regulatory front where 
FDA has approved five novel modalities in 2021, an 
upward trend since 2018, during which the agency 
also approved the first psychedelic therapy (2019). 
Molecularly targeted oncology drug approvals 
also continue apace, accounting for seven of FDA’s 
approvals in 2021. Companies are successfully 
unraveling means to interdict long-problematic 
proteins such as the oncogenic cell signaling protein 
KRAS and fibroblast growth factor receptor (“FGFR”).

The greatest concentration of novel modalities – 
antibody-drug conjugates (ADCs), bispecifics, and 
chimeric antigen receptor T cells (“CAR Ts”) – is in 
cancer, where over one-third of oncologists believe 
that they will provide cures and/or increase the 
amount of time patients spend in remission for 
hematologic cancers such as lymphoma, leukemia, 
and myeloma. 
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Cowen’s analysis finds over 700 industry-sponsored 
C&GT clinical trials, and FDA anticipates that it will 
be approving 10-20 new C&GTs per year by 2025, 
dramatically increasing the number of approved 
therapies in this class from the five CAR Ts and 2 gene 
therapies currently approved in the U.S.

WHAT WE’RE 
WATCHING
Modality Face Off
In hematologic malignancies, new modalities including 
bispecifics, cell therapies, and antibody-drug 
conjugates (ADCs) are converging on the same targets. 

We believe that bispecific antibodies, which target 
a receptor on the cancer cell and a second receptor 
on T cells (typically CD3) to redirect to the immune 
system, could ultimately see the greatest use in 
malignancies that affect older individuals. CAR Ts 
are likely to be the first choice in other malignancies 
such as DLBCL (diffuse large B cell lymphoma) and 
FL (follicular lymphoma) where they have a head 
start. In 2022, we could start to see this play out with 
the most advanced CD20xCD3 bispecific, Roche’s 
mosunetuzumab to treat FL in patients who have 
progressed after two or more therapies. Additionally, 
Gilead’s Tecartus CD19-directed CAR T was recently 
approved to treat ALL (acute lymphoblastic leukemia) 
in patients who progressed after at least one therapy 
(second-line) where Amgen’s CD19xCD3 bispecific 
Blincyto is approved 1L (newly diagnosed) and 2L 
(second-line) ALL. CD19 is expressed on the surface of 
B cells (antibody-producing cells) and modulates cell 
signaling.

Additionally, data are anticipated for novel modality 
combinations with Springworks’ (SWTX) nirogacestat, 
a gamma secretase inhibitor. B-cell maturation antigen 
(“BCMA”) is found on the surface of multiple myeloma 
cells and is a common target of CAR Ts, ADCs, and 
bispecifics on the market and/or being studied to treat 
multiple myeloma. But gamma secretase enzymes 
cleave BCMA from tumor cells, potentially reducing the 
efficacy of these targeted agents. Gamma secretase 
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inhibition via nirogacestat could improve the efficacy 
of BCMA-directed ADCs, CAR Ts, and bispecific 
antibodies in MM. In 2022, we anticipate data from 
combinations of nirogacestat with Allogene’s ALLO-715 
allogeneic CAR T as well as data in combination with 
bispecific antibody teclistamab (BCMAxCD3) from JNJ.

2022 could also see this multi-modality clash extend 
beyond oncology to areas such as hemophilia and 
ophthalmology, where bispecific antibody programs 
that combine two proven mechanisms into a single 
molecule will complete alongside gene therapies and/
or traditional antibodies. In hemophilia A, BioMarin 
aims to resubmit its approval application for gene 
therapy Roctavian in 2022 after the FDA requested 
two years of bleed rate data from the ongoing 
Phase III trial. If approved, Roctavian would compete 
with market leader Hemlibra, a bispecific antibody 
targeting two critical coagulation factors, factor IXa 
and factor X, from Roche. In ophthalmology, Roche’s 
bispecific antibody faricimab blocking vascular 
endothelial growth factor (“VEGF”) and angiopoietin-2 
(Ang2) are poised to disrupt marketed anti-VEGF 
antibodies with an approval for faricimab expected in 
1Q22. KOL checks at our 2021 Therapeutics Conference 
suggested that in hemophilia A, Roctavian has a high 
likelihood of FDA approval, and they expect about 
10% market penetration, citing patients’ perception 
of gene therapies as “boutique” treatments as well 
as competition from Hemlibra and potentially other 
bispecific antibodies. Our ophthalmology key opinion 
leader (KOL) expects anti-VEGF antibody Eylea 
(Regeneron) to cede at least 20% share to faricimab 
and that the Roche bispecific could be used in at least 
11-30%+ of AMD (age-related macular degeneration) 
and DME (diabetic macular edema) patients within one 
year of launch. 

Gene Therapy and Gene Editing
Beyond anticipated approvals in competitive areas, 
several gene therapy and gene editing programs 
will report important data in 2022. We anticipate a 
BLA submission from Uniqure (QURE) and CSL for 
EntranaDez hemophilia B gene therapy (1H22) as 
well as Phase I/II trial updates for their AMT-130 
gene therapy for Huntington’s disease (“HD”) around 

year-end 2021 and additional data in mid-2022. Also, 
in mid-2022, Homology Medicines (FIXX) will have 
updated Phase II data from its gene therapy trial for 
PKU (phenylketonuria, a rare inherited disorder that 
prevents the body from breaking down phenylalanine). 
In gene editing, where the patient’s genetic material 
is directly edited rather than an exogenous functional 
gene added via gene therapy, we could see initial 
clinical data from Graphite Bio. Data from GRPH’s 
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Phase I/II CEDAR trial in patients with sickle cell 
disease (“SCD”) is anticipated by YE22. Graphite’s gene 
editing platform allows for the efficient correction 
of the underlying disease-causing mutation in SCD 
patients with the goal of restoring the expression 
of normal adult hemoglobin. We will also likely learn 
more regarding the potential for in vivo approaches 
to gene editing with expected clinical updates 
from Intellia’s NTLA-2001 program in transthyretin 
amyloidosis and Editas’s EDIT-101 program for LCA10 
(Leber congenital amaurosis type 10, a rare genetic 
disorder that causes vision loss). Homology’s HMI-103 
program for PKU has been cleared to enter a Phase 
I study, and this trial will yield the first in-human 
data using the company’s AAVHSC gene correction 
platform. The therapy uses the natural homologous 
recombination repair process to drive expression of a 
functional phenylalanine hydroxylase (“PAH”) gene and 
correct mutated genes.

Additionally, an investigational new drug application 
(“IND”) for Beam Therapeutics’ BEAM-101 program 
to treat hemoglobinopathies is set to be submitted 
by YE21 and would represent the first base-editing 
approach to enter human clinical study. There is much 
debate between investors and consultants regarding 
the potential safety benefits and risks of a base 
editing approach. Notably, BEAM (not covered by 
Cowen Research) was the company selected by most 
investors in our proprietary October 2021 survey as 
the stock that will outperform over the coming 12 
months. We also anticipate that we will learn more 
about the potential for prime editing (ability to rewrite 
entire DNA segments) and the path forward for Prime 

Medicines over the next year.

Infectious Disease
Pharmaceutical companies are reinvigorating their 
focus on certain infectious diseases, including 
respiratory syncytial virus (“RSV”) and continued 
pursuit of COVID-19 therapeutics and vaccines. In 
the U.S., RSV causes over 50,000 hospitalizations in 
children under 5 and over 150,000 in adults over 65 
annually. There are more than 150,000 deaths globally 
each year. To prevent or treat these infections, at least 
25 programs are in development from 15+ companies 
– targeting children, pregnant women and/or older 
adults – and most programs will read out at least 
some data over the next year. When all modalities 
(antibodies, vaccines, and antivirals) and settings 
(pediatric, maternal, older adults) are considered, we 
size the RSV opportunity at about $4.3B in 2025 and 
$9.7B in 2028. This assumes moderate penetration in 
the U.S. and EU, and modest in ROW, and pricing on 
par with products now sold for other indications.

Multiple companies and candidates have Phase III 
readouts anticipated throughout 2022 and 2023 
spanning pediatric to pregnant women and older 
adults. We believe that GSK is best positioned 
to capture around half of this market in 2028 
with the largest segment being older adults. Key 
Phase III readouts include its older adult vaccine 
candidate GSK3844766A in 2022 along with data 
from competitors Advaccine, Bavarian Nordic, 
Enanta, and Moderna. Phase III data from GSK’s 
RSV GSK3888550A vaccine for pregnant women are 
expected in 2023, when Pfizer also anticipates Phase 
III data for its RSVpreF vaccine in pregnant women.

While the pandemic forced most major pharmas to 
shift their focus and resources to therapeutics and 
vaccines that could address COVID-19, the realization 
that the virus is likely to become endemic as well as 
the lessons learned from first-generation programs 
has invigorated a pipeline of agents. KOLs at our 
October Therapeutics Conference saw a need for 
booster shots for the foreseeable future and possibly 
the need for variant-specific boosters due to the 
likelihood of antigenic drift. With boosters already 
authorized in the U.S. for Pfizer, Moderna, and JNJ, 

“2022 could also see 
this multi-modality 
clash extend beyond 
oncology to areas such 
as hemophilia and 
ophthalmology”
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psilocybin administered along with counseling and 
session guidance. GH001 is a proprietary inhalable 
5-MeO-DMT (dimethyltryptamine) product candidate 
in development for TRD. Phase II data are also 
anticipated in late 2022 for Perception Neuroscience’s 
PCN-101, a subcutaneous formulation of R-ketamine, 
to treat TRD. atai Life Sciences (ATAI) owns 50.1% of 
Perception. We could also see early data from the 
Phase III trial of methylenedioxymethamphetamine 
(“MDMA”)-assisted psychotherapy in PTSD, which is 
being conducted by the Multidisciplinary Association 
for Psychedelic Studies (MAPS). The not-for-profit 
anticipates potential approval of MDMA for PTSD in 
2023. ATAI’s wholly owned subsidiary Revivia plans 
to start a Phase I trial of its RLS-01 (formulation 
of Salvinorin A) for TRD in mid-2022, with results 
expected in late 2022 or early 2023; and Viridia 
(another ATAI subsidiary) anticipates a Phase I trial 
start for VLS-01, a formulation of DMT, to treat TRD in 
early 2022, with data expected in 2H22.

Targeted Oncology
We anticipate key data readouts and approvals for 
targeted oncology in 2022, where attention will 
turn to key combinations and competitor programs 
launched, including the approval of a second KRAS 
G12C inhibitor – adagrasib from Mirati Therapeutics 
(G12C is a mutation in KRAS that enables an activated 
state for the cell growth signaling molecule). We 
anticipate approval of adagrasib to treat 2L+ KRAS 
G12C-mutant non-small cell lung cancer (“NSCLC”) 
by mid-2022, where it will compete with Amgen’s 
Lumakras (sotorasib). We view adagrasib as having 
a differentiated profile and, while second to market 
in second-line (2L) NSCLC, adagrasib could become 
the preferred option in 1L NSCLC and 2L/3L CRC 
(colorectal cancer) based on early data. Specifically, 
Mirati has already shared positive data from the Phase 
I/Ib trial of adagrasib plus Keytruda (pembrolizumab) 
in 1L NSCLC and from the Phase I/II trial for adagrasib 
+ Erbitux in 3L CRC. The company started a Phase III 
study for adagrasib + Erbitux in 2L CRC in March and 
we anticipate initial data in 2023. Amgen expects to 
have combination data for Lumakras with Keytruda in 
in NSCLC in 1H22, and plans to initiate a Phase III trial 
for Lumakras plus Vectibix in 3L CRC in 4Q21.
We also anticipate additional data on new targets, 

including FGFR2 (fibroblast growth factor receptor 
2, where dysregulation can result in tumor 
progression), and p53 (tumor suppressor protein). 
Relay Therapeutics has already announced initial 
data for its FGFR2-selective inhibitor RLY-4008 and 
we anticipate additional data from the trial in 2022 
as it begins the dose expansion portion of the study. 
These data will help assess how more selective FGFR 
inhibitors compare with marketed pan-FGFR inhibitors 
Balversa (erdafitinib) (JNJ),Truseltiq (infigratinib) from 
Helsinn/BridgeBio’s QED Therapeutics and Pemazyre 
(pemigatinib) (INCY). 

The role of p53 in oncology has been understood for 
decades but identifying a drug candidate to target 
and restore the tumor suppressor protein has been 
elusive until recently. PMV Pharmaceuticals’ (“PMVP”) 
lead asset PC14586 is aimed at restoring p53’s tumor 
suppressive function by correcting the misfolding 
of mutant p53 caused by the Y220C mutation. We 
anticipate clinical data from the Phase I/II trial in 1H22.

Similarly, following in the DNA damage/repair 
space behind the successful PARP (poly ADP-ribose 
polymerase) inhibitors are new programs targeting 
cell cycle regulators, including WEE1 (which prevents 

Novavax anticipates filing for an emergency use 
authorization (EUA) for its adjuvanted vaccine by 
YE21. Sanofi and partner GSK’s Phase III adjuvanted 
recombinant protein vaccine is anticipated to have 
data in 2022, when GSK also anticipates data from 
other partners using its adjuvant for COVID-19 
vaccines, including SK bioscience and Medicago. Sanofi 
is also developing an mRNA vaccine for which the 
company anticipates a filing in 2022. 

We also anticipate continued development of 
therapeutics as our KOLs see a significant and 
lasting role for monoclonal antibodies in fighting 
COVID-19, and the development of intramuscular 
and subcutaneous formulations will be key for broad 
usage. Treatments that could become available via 
EUA in late 2021/early 2022 include AstraZeneca’s 
mAb AZD7442, which is delivered via injection, Merck 
and partner Ridgeback’s molnupiravir oral small 
molecule antiviral, and Pfizer’s paxlovid. Depending 
upon the arc of the virus in 2022, these new 
treatments could see significant uptake to prevent 
hospitalizations among individuals who test positive. 
Our KOL checks suggested Pfizer’s paxlovid would be 
the treatment of choice.

Alzheimer’s Disease
The first FDA-approval of potentially disease-
modifying therapy for Alzheimer’s disease (“AD”) 
with Biogen’s Aduhelm in 2021 was not without 
controversy. An anticipated national coverage 
determination (NCD) in January 2022 could clarify 
reimbursement for the anti-beta amyloid mAb and 

improve use. NCDs, though rare for drugs, establish 
the policy under which Medicare will reimburse for a 
given product. Aduhelm is an antibody against beta 
amyloid, the main culprit in the formation of plaques 
in the brain that result in AD. The drug’s approval has 
also shone a bright light on other late-stage anti-beta 
amyloid assets that could follow a similar path in 
2022. We anticipate an accelerated approval filing for 
Lilly’s (LLY) donenamab before YE21; Roche expects 
Phase III data in 2H22 for gantenerumab, which could 
support a filing by the end of 2022. Additionally, 
Biogen and Eisai have started a rolling submission 
for another anti-beta amyloid antibody, lecanemab 
(BAN2401), for which Phase III data are expected in 
3Q22.

Tau-targeted molecules, once left for dead, also 
continue to capture KOL interest. Tau is a microtubule 
protein that aids in the transport of nutrients to nerve 
cells. Breakdown of tau is believed to play a role in 
AD as many patients often have what are known 
as “tau tangles” or neurofibrillary tangles in their 
brain. At our October Therapeutics Conference, AD 
KOLs felt that tau may be the most compelling non-
amyloid mechanism in development and highlighted 
the potential for antisense and small molecules 
targeted at tau, while specialists surveyed ahead of 
the Conference viewed tau antibodies as the most 
promising. We could see additional data for Roche’s 
anti-tau mAb semorinemab, which hit one of the 
primary endpoints in a Phase II trial. Biogen’s anti-
tau antisense oligo BIIB080 is in a Phase I multiple 
ascending dose, placebo-controlled trial in mild AD 
with the open-label extension ongoing and anticipated 
to complete in May 2022, according to 
clinicaltrials.gov. 

Psychedelics
Psychedelics, though around for decades, are 
anticipated to provide new opportunities for the 
hardest to treat neuropsychiatry patients (treatment-
resistant depression, PTSD, etc.). Heading into 2022, 
key milestones include a Phase III trial start for 
COMPASS Pathway’s COMP360 in patients with 
treatment-resistant depression (“TRD”) as well 
as data for GH Research’s GH001. COMP360 is a 
high-purity polymorphic crystalline formulation of 
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“Aduhelm’s approval 
has also shone a 
bright light on other 
late-stage anti-beta 
amyloid assets that 
could follow a similar 
path in 2022.”

“Relay Therapeutics 
has already announced 
initial data for its 
FGFR2-selective 
inhibitor RLY-4008 
and we anticipate 
additional data from 
the trial in 2022 as 
it begins the dose 
expansion portion of 
the study.”
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entry into mitosis if DNA is damaged), ATR (ataxia 
telangiectasia and Rad3-related, which senses and 
responds to stressed DNA replication during mitosis) 
and PKMYT1 (protein kinase membrane-associated 
tyrosine kinase-1 that regulates transition into 
mitosis). AZN is expecting data in 2022 for its WEE1 
inhibitor AZD1775 for uterine cancer, a high unmet 
need. We also anticipate updated Phase I data for 
Repare’s (RPTX) RP-3500 (ATR inhibitor) in ataxia 
telangiectasia mutated (“ATM”) loss and other gene 
alterations identified by the company’s proprietary 
STEP2 screen. Additionally, we anticipate initial data 
for RP-6306 (PKMYT1 inhibitor) in CCNE (cyclin E) 
amplified tumors and other STEP2 gene alterations.
In acute myeloid leukemia (“AML”), our KOLs have 
been most excited about the potential for menin 
inhibitors to improve patient outcomes. Here, Syndax 
anticipates pivotal data for its menin inhibitor SNDX-
5613 by YE22. In breast cancer, oncologists could 
see the first oral SERD (selective estrogen receptor 
degrader) from Sanofi based on the pivotal Phase II 
AMEERA-3 results for its oral SERD amcenestrant 
in ER+/HER2- (estrogen receptor positive/human 
epidermal growth factor receptor-2 negative) locally 
advanced or metastatic breast cancer patients who 
have progressed on endocrine therapy. Sanofi plans a 
2021 filing and 2022 launch. Roche could also file for 

its SERD giredestrant in 2022, while AZN is aiming for 
a 2023 filing with its camizestrant to treat front-line 
ESR-1 mutant HR (hormone receptor)+/HER2- breast 
cancer. Also in breast cancer, we anticipate the first 
clinical data for CKD2 (cyclin-dependent kinase-2)/
CDK4/6 inhibitor NUV-422 from Nuvation (NUVB) 
which could address a potential acquired resistance 
pathway with marketed CDK4/6 inhibitors. Olema will 
share initial Phase Ia dose escalation data for OP-1250, 
a small molecule CERAN (complete estrogen receptor 
antagonist) and SERD, in ER+/HER2- metastatic breast 
cancer at the San Antonio Breast Cancer Symposium 
(SABCS) in December 2021 and plans to start a Phase 
II monotherapy study in 1Q22. The company also 
plans to start Phase Ib combination trials for OP-1250 
with CDK4/6 and PI3Kα (phosphoinositide 3-kinase, 
involved in cancer cell growth) inhibitors in 2022. We 
believe OP-1250 could be differentiated based on its 
favorable PK properties and safety profile.

Other important redouts include Blueprint Medicine’s 
(BPMC) fourth-generation EGFR inhibitors BLU-945 
and BLU-701, as well as interim data from DayOne 
Bio (DAWN)’s pivotal FIREFLY-1 trial of DAY101 in 
BRAF+ pediatric low-grade glioma. (BRAF encodes the 
protooncogene B-Raf involved in cell signaling.)

INDs (investigational new drug applications) we’re 
watching are focused on RAS (rat sarcoma virus) 
which are involved in cell signaling where mutations 
in the pathway are implicated in several cancers. RAS 
targeting agents with INDs in 2022 include Revolution 
Medicine’s (RVMD) KRAS G12C(ON) and multi-RAS(ON) 
inhibitors as well as MRTX’s KRAS G12D inhibitor 
MRTX1133, NUVB’s Wee1 inhibitor, Relay’s RLY-2608, a 
novel PI3Kα mutant inhibitor for breast cancer; and a 
solid tumor basket trial of IMRX’s lead asset IMM-104, 
a short-acting, dual MEK (mitogen-activated protein 
kinase kinase) inhibitor. Additionally, TYRA-300, an 
FGFR3 inhibitor from Tyra Biosciences, is slated to 
enter the clinic in 2022 and initial data could come by 
year-end 2022/early 2023 from the first few patients 
treated, providing a glimpse at the safety and PK/PD 
(pharmacokinetics/pharmacodynamics) profile.

Novel Immune-Oncology Targets
As checkpoint inhibitors move earlier into the adjuvant 

setting, companies are focusing on new immune 
targets that could boost the response of existing 
checkpoint inhibitors and/or address other tumors 
where checkpoint inhibition alone hasn’t worked. 
Among the novel immune-oncology (IO) targets 
and programs we’re watching in 2022 are Nektar’s 
bempegaldesleukin, a pegylated IL2 (interleukin 2) 
inhibitor that is biased towards CD122. NKTR and 
partner BMY anticipate data in 1H22 from pivotal 
combination studies of bempeg plus Opdivo in newly 
diagnosed (1L) metastatic melanoma (interim), 1L 
renal cell carcinoma (RCC) (interim overall survival), 
and 1L metastatic urothelial/bladder cancer. We could 
also see the first approval of an agent against a new 
IO target, lymphocyte-activation gene 3 (“LAG-3”) 
with BMY’s relatlimab under FDA review to treat 
metastatic melanoma in combination with Opdivo. 
The first-in-class LAG-3 inhibitor has a March 19, 
2022 PDUFA date. Additionally, Iovance anticipates a 
BLA filing for its autologous (patient-derived) tumor 
infiltrating lymphocyte (TIL) product LN-144 to treat 
metastatic melanoma in 1H22. TILs migrate from the 

bloodstream and invade the tumor in an attempt to 
kill the tumor cells.

Gene and Cell Therapy Tools
We’ll be watching for increased growth of these 
specialized tool providers in 2022 based on an 
increasing number of C&GT programs advancing 
into and through the clinic, generating demand. 
We estimate a TAM of $45B+ in 2021 for C&GT tool 
companies, growing to $80B by 2025. Our proprietary 
end user survey in September found that C&GT 
developers plan to increase their R&D spending by at 
least 20% over the next three to five years. With the 
average EV to revenue multiple for bioprocessing M&A 
deals rising to 13X forward sales in 2021 from 4X in 
2010, and average EV to EBITDA deal multiple rising 
to 28X from 15X in the same period, we believe that 
these specialized C&GT tool companies could also be 
attractive takeout targets as larger, more diversified 
players seek to tap this nascent but growing C&GT 
market.

COWEN EVENTS Cowen’s 10th Annual MedTools Conference
October 7, 2021 

Cowen’s 24th Annual Therapeutics Conference 
October 5-6, 2021

Hot Wheels
August 10-11, 2021 

Cowen’s 6th Annual FutureHealth Conference
June 16-17, 2021 

Cowen’s Psychedelics & Novel Mechanisms in Neuropsychiatry 
Summit 
June 13, 2021 

Cowen’s 2nd Annual Oncology Innovation Summit
May 20-21, 2021

Cowen’s 41st Annual Health Care Conference
March 1-4, 2021

Cowen’s Gene Therapy Summit 
January 29, 2021

Cool Wheels
January 19-20, 2021

“Companies are 
focusing on new 
immune targets 
that could boost the 
response of existing 
checkpoint inhibitors 
and/or address 
other tumors where 
checkpoint inhibition 
alone hasn’t worked.”
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“A Cowen consumer survey 
found that 80% of 

18-34 year-olds view 
sustainability as somewhat 
or very important to their 
purchasing decisions, and 

we see an ESG focus 
reflected in a number of 

key trends associated with 
Millennials and Gen Z, such as 
resale business models, online 

social platform engagement 
around climate change, 

and sustainable 
supply-chain sourcing.”



ESG investing has rapidly established itself 
as a significant and durable theme in U.S. 
and global asset management, with over 
25% of U.S. equity and bond funds flows 
now tagged with an ESG mandate versus 

only 14% two years ago. While Europe continues to 
lead global ESG investment with just over 50% of its 
funds flows tied to ESG objectives, Ernst & Young 
predicts another doubling of U.S. ESG-mandated 
flow over the next two years, and Morningstar data 
recorded $300 billion in sustainable fund assets 
invested in U.S.-managed funds as of July 2021.

In keeping with this trend, the United Nations-
supported Principles for Responsible Investment 
(PRI) initiative has attracted growing support from 
asset management firms across the globe, now 
counting nearly 4,000 signatory organizations in 
2021, representing $121 trillion in assets under 
management.

Generational priorities and attitudes toward 
sustainability also signal a likely continuation of this 
trend. A recent proprietary Cowen consumer survey 
found that 80% of 18-34 year-olds view sustainability 
as somewhat or very important to their purchasing 
decisions, and we see an ESG focus reflected in a 
number of key trends associated with Millennials and 
Gen Z, such as resale business models, online social 
platform engagement around climate change, and 
sustainable supply chain sourcing. We believe these 

themes will continue to drive consumer and investing 
behaviors for this cohort, which alone will represent 
70% of consumers by 2028 and command $60 trillion 
in inherited wealth by 2050.

WHAT WE’RE 
WATCHING
Growing Integration of ESG in Buyside 
Investment Approaches
While investor approaches to ESG investing are 
still relatively nascent and varied, we see growing 
integration of ESG factors into traditional qualitative 
and quantitative investment analyses. The core 
investment thesis underlying these efforts is that 
companies which can successfully report a reduction 
in their environmental footprint and optimize social 
and human capital resources, while demonstrating 
good governance, are likely to outperform peers over 
the long term.

From a fundamental standpoint, many investors 
are increasingly aiming to layer ESG analysis into a 
traditional framework. Leading investment managers 
in this area are accumulating a range of alternative 
datasets to identify the ESG themes or issues most 
material to a given sector, and developing their own 
ESG models. These are typically applied to individual 
companies and stocks to achieve a rating, ranking 
or score that can then be further used to adjust 
relevant components of a company’s financial or 
valuation model. 

ESG factors are also being integrated into 
quantitative approaches, with these novel factors 
being used to develop investment and trading 
strategies in much the same way that traditional 
factors such as size, value, momentum, growth, and 
volatility have been applied in security analysis.

Overall, we see advanced ESG investors beginning 
to capture forward-looking, opportunity-based 
data and approaches. Often this will manifest in 
the willingness to invest in a company that may 
currently screen poorly on backward-looking ESG 
metrics, such as fossil fuel revenues, but report real 
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Disruptive Mobility Series
Ongoing
Conference Call 

ESG and Sustainability Outlook 
December 15, 2021
Conference Call 

2021 Energy Summit
December 1-3, 2021

ESG Status Update on Carbon Markets: What Investors  
Need to Know
November 16, 2021
Conference Call 

Global Transportation & Sustainable Mobility Summit
September 8-10, 2021

Sustainability & Energy Transition Summit
June 8-9, 2021

Mobility Disruption Conference
March 11-12, 2021
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Within centralized ESG investing structures, we 
are also seeing organizations expand or otherwise 
leverage the expertise of their traditional governance, 
shareholder engagement and proxy teams. This 
approach is consistent with increased investor 
engagement and activist-like activity around climate 
and other ESG objectives, and we expect this trend 
to continue growing, with heavy utilization of 
shareholder resolutions and board contests.

Growing Regulatory Focus and Anticipated 
Disclosure Requirements
As with many ESG trends, disclosure regulation in 
the U.S. lags Europe, both for companies and asset 
managers. However, the U.S. Securities and Exchange 
Commission is actively considering ESG disclosure 
requirements, and, once established and implemented, 
will represent one of the most significant milestones 
in U.S. ESG investing to date. 

As the SEC advances toward a mandatory ESG 
disclosure regime, we believe the resulting regulations 
will be implemented in stages over time, and we would 
expect initial disclosure requirements to focus on 
some of the most easily obtainable and objectively 
verifiable data.

We anticipate the SEC’s framework will focus on 
climate change, including company disclosures on how 

they contribute to and combat climate change.

We also expect the SEC could address corporate 
political donations, executive compensation and board 
and company management diversity among the social 
and governance elements of their ESG disclosure 
proposals.

We further believe the SEC may facilitate the ability of 
ESG-related issues to be advanced onto proxy ballots.

Challenges to Adoption – Consistency and 
Comparability in ESG Data and Standards
SEC Chair Gensler has emphasized consistency 
and comparability of disclosures as key objectives 
guiding the SEC’s process as it works toward a more 
prescriptive framework for ESG disclosures. 

In the absence of clear and consistent ESG disclosure 
requirements and reporting standards, ESG data 
remain a challenge for investors. ESG data today, 
where available, are often of idiosyncratic quality, 
backward-looking in nature, and carry low fungibility 
– even amont peer companies. 

While these shortcomings have historically limited 
ESG investment strategies to risk-oriented negative 
or exclusionary screens, we expect the emergence 
of regulatory disclosure requirements and increased 
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optionality for zero-carbon business growth through 
the energy transition.
 
Evolution of Buyside Teams to Define and 
Support ESG Investing
To undertake the level and scope of work entailed 
by a growing number of ESG mandates and evolving 
investment frameworks, well-resourced and dedicated 
ESG research teams are proliferating across asset 
management firms to support fundamental analysts 
and portfolio managers. The role of ESG research 
teams in security selection and weighting is also 
becoming more defined.

A relatively small number of investment management 
firms have adopted a decentralized model in which 
ESG expertise is fully integrated into an investing 
team, with portfolio managers and analysts 
responsible for traditional company research and 
ESG analysis alike. More common is a centralized 
approach in which ESG domain experts are leveraged 
by sectorized or strategy-based portfolio managers 
and analysts to provide specialized ESG input, which 
may involve application of proprietary screening tools 
developed by the ESG team.

Spectrum of ESG Integration in Investing Processes
Eliminates 

ESG-negative industries 
or companies from 

investment 
consideration

No consideration 
of ESG impact

Best-in-class 
within a targeted 
industry, strategy 

or factor

Actively engages 
on Board and 
otherwise to 
advance ESG 

priorities

Actively targets 
positive ESG 

impact as critical 
investment 

objective

TRADITIONAL 
INVESTING

NEGATIVE 
SCREEN

POSITIVE
SCREEN

ESG 
INTEGRATION

ESG 
ENGAGEMENT

IMPACT 
INVESTING

Leverages 
fundamental analysis 

and ESG models to 
identify highest 

return investments

Source: Blackwood, Cowen and Company
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clarity in industry standards to meaningfully improve 
investors’ ability to leverage ESG in making forward-
looking, opportunity-oriented capital allocations.

Against that backdrop, we will continue to monitor 
developments from leading standards bodies focused 
on ESG, including the International Financial Reporting 
Standards’ iteration of plans for a Sustainability 
Standards Board, proposed CFA Institute standards 
for disclosures pertaining to ESG-related financial 
products, and ongoing work by the Sustainability 
Accounting Standards Board (SASB). SASB standards 

are now available for 77 industries, and highlight 
sustainability information determined to be most 
financially material, evidence-based and actionable for 
investors.
 
Emerging Sell-Side Coverage of ESG
In March of this year, Cowen became the first major 
Wall Street sell-side research provider to include 
company-specific ESG scores in our equity research 
reports, leveraging the technology and data of 
Truvalue Labs, a FactSet company, which incorporates 
the SASB materiality framework. 

We have implemented this approach across our 60 
publishing analysts and nearly 1,000 stocks under 
coverage. In addition, our fundamental analysts 
collaborate with Cowen’s Washington Research 
Group to bring industry expertise together with an 
authoritative read on ESG and sustainability policy 
emanating from multiple agencies.

In adapting our own research methodology, we 
aim to enhance our fundamental analysis with an 
understanding of the key issues and themes driving 
ESG and overall performance outcomes. Importantly, 
the ESG scoring system and data we leverage apply 
principles of dynamic materiality to ensure our 
views are informed not only by a company’s past 
performance on ESG metrics, but with insight into a 
company’s current performance and trajectory based 
on evolving ESG trends and opportunities. 

As investor focus on ESG evolves, we anticipate 
growing interest beyond large-cap stocks. Small 
and mid-cap companies are rapidly developing 
the capabilities needed to report ESG data and 
present compelling long-term ESG-oriented business 
strategies. Moreover, we believe sell-side research 
coverage can play a key role in helping investors 
analyze the ESG dimensions of small and mid-cap 
companies. We ultimately expect to see an increase 
in ESG fund offerings in this space as investment 
managers leverage improving ESG data and research.

INFORMATION PRODUCERS

END USERS

DATA PROVIDERS
Conceptual 
frameworks

Disclosure 
topics

Disclosure 
requirements

FRAMEWORK 
AND STANDARDS

Collecting, auditing and disseminating relevant ESG data in accordance with evolving standards and 
regulatory requirements

Developing tools to facilitate data development, delivery, reporting, organization and assessment, 
potentially servicing the full spectrum of constituencies touching ESG data

Using specified standards as criteria for assessment and evaluation for purposes of providing 
external integrity assurance, and often other services

Aggregating and distributing data though technology platforms

Using proprietary models to provide rating, scoring and other ranking data to assist 
end-users across a range of intended purposes

Investors, consumers, industry groups and other stakeholders relying on ESG data to inform 
investment decisions, purchasing choices and other actions

COMPANIES

SOFTWARE 
PROVIDERS

DATA 
VALIDATORS

DATA
PROVIDERS

ANALYTICS 
PLATFORMS

END
USERS

REGULATORS Increasingly focused on ESG data, in terms of disclosures and standards, and to inform development 
of new regulatory frameworks and developments
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Management of the Legal &
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& INNOVATION

LEADERSHIP &  
GOVERNANCE

SOCIAL  
CAPITAL

ENVIRONMENT

Product Design & Lifecycle
Management

Supply Chain Management  
Materials Sourcing & Efficiency

Physical Impacts of Climate Change

Human Rights & CommunityRelations
Customer Privacy 

Data Security

Product Quality & Safety  
Customer Welfare

Selling Practices & Product Labeling

Business Ethics  
Competitive Behavior

Regulatory Environment
Critical Incident Risk Management  
Accident and Safety Management

GHG Emissions  
Air Quality
Energy Management
Water & Wastewater Management  
Waste & Hazardous Materials  
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Inflection Point
September 10, 2021
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June 7, 2021
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ESG Infuses Democratic Plans For  
Financials, Housing
June 2, 2021
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Cowen’s Best ESG Investment Ideas For 2021
March 18, 2021
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Investors; Model Implications
June 11, 2021
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March 26, 2021
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“The rapid ascent of 
Gen Z /Millennial consumers 

is a long-tailed theme in a 
nascent stage with significant 

headroom for growth 
for many years to come.”

POST-COVID
CONSUMER
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The pandemic has significantly reshaped the 
how, where, and why of consumer spending. 
Digital adoption raced forward, personal 
values and priorities were reshaped, new 

habits were formed, and expectations were reset. 
Generational trends in place pre-pandemic also moved 
forward more rapidly, coaxed by early retirements, 
stimulus checks, student loan forgiveness, home 
buying and wealth accumulation. A number of 
behaviors associated with Gen Z and Millennial 
consumers appeared to tip, producing norm changes 
across age groups.

Demographic trends, in place pre-COVID, accelerated 
during the pandemic. Baby boomers are retiring. The 
percentage of the population aged 55+ that isn’t in 
the labor force and doesn’t want a job is 60% vs. a 
steady 58% pre-pandemic. Gen Z and Millennials are 
accumulating more wealth. Millennials are moving out, 
buying homes, and beginning to furnish and fill them. 
Student loan forgiveness and stimulus checks helped 
cut debt and provide money for down payments. 
Among the implications is that next-gen consumers 
are rising in importance and gaining clout. 

The rapid ascent of Gen Z /Millennial consumers is a 
long-tailed theme in a nascent stage with significant 
headroom for growth for many years to come. A 
massive global transfer of wealth ($60T+) is underway 
as Millennials’ and Gen Z’s share of consumption will 
expand significantly. By 2030, Millennials’ share of 
U.S. net worth will quadruple. De novo brands or 
traditional brands that can adapt to their preferences 
and behaviors have an opportunity to attract next-gen 
consumers now, to grow with them, and to share in 
the attractive lifetime value as these consumers come 
of age. 

Research by the University of Pennsylvania shows 
that 25% of people adopting a new norm can trigger 
and catalyze widespread behavioral change. During 
the pandemic, a number of behaviors and preferences 
tipped: the importance of a brand’s social impact and 
sustainability on purchase decisions, the importance 
of a brand’s stance toward inclusion and equality, 
participation in the online resale market, shopping at 
off-price retail, use of alternative accommodations, 

the importance of food transparency, use of social 
commerce, use of alternative payment methods 
(including digital wallet and buy-now-pay-later), 
digital third-party ordering, online grocery and 
curbside pickup, online beauty purchases, and online 
accessories/jewelry purchases, among others. That 
these new norms are also Gen Z / Millennial associated 
behaviors lends support to structural growth 
tailwinds.

The pandemic also produced a rethinking of priorities. 
Awareness and attention to physical health and 
well-being increased, while work appeared to be 
deprioritized, with many expressing an interest in 
changing jobs, a greater desire for a hybrid work 
model, and a general inclination to travel less for work 
in the future. While leisure travel seems poised to 
come back strongly, lessons from the lockdowns and 
improvements in distance meeting technology may 
exact a permanent toll on business travel. McKinsey 
estimates demand for business class could contract by 
20%. 

After explosive growth in telehealth in 2020, the 
market is still uncertain about where utilization 
will stabilize and what sustainable growth looks 
like going forward. We believe that part of the 
problem is that the market views telehealth simply 
as a video visit with a physician. But we believe 
that telehealth is more than the video visit. It is the PO
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underlying technology that connects patients, payors, 
and providers and captures and displays clinical 
information from multiple sources including EHR, 
wearables, and other monitoring devices. More than 
that, we believe telehealth is not separate from health 
care, but rather another way to deliver health care. 
And as we found proven during the pandemic, the use 
cases for telehealth have expanded significantly.

Our reliance on the Internet, and the infrastructure 
that supports it, has never been greater. As we 
navigate through the post-pandemic “Criticality of 
Broadband” era, we expect record-setting fiber to 
the home (FTTH) deployments over the next 5 years, 
reaching >80MM households passed. We expect the 
telco operators alone to build fiber to 38MM homes 
over the next five years, with AT&T leading the charge. 
Furthermore, by 2025, we expect three out of four 
net broadband additions to be FTTH subscribers as 
the cable decade of dominance of DSL share-stealing 
is over. The next few years will be historic in terms of 
telco FTTH upgrades, providing consumers speeds of 

1 Gbps+, closing the digital divide, expanding the total 
addressable market (rural/low-income) and achieving 
a “Gigabit America.”

The pandemic inspired adaptations and innovations 
that will transcend it, setting in motion new rounds of 
economic growth. How consumers exit the crisis will 
be less about legacy decisions carried forward than 
the new things tried and preferred. The products, 
services, and ways of life that are fundamentally 
better, easier, and aligned with one’s values are the 
things that will persist. 

WHAT WE’RE 
WATCHING
Social Impact & Sustainability
Consumers are increasingly looking to brands and 
retailers through the lens of social impact and 
sustainability – and this trend tipped across age 
groups during the pandemic. According to Cowen’s 
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Post-COVID Consumer Themes

HEALTH, WELLNESS & BEAUTY
• Next-gen consumers demonstrate a strong 

preference for plant-based food, food 
transparency, fitness, outdoor activities, 
DTC health & beauty platforms. 

ALTERNATIVE PAYMENTS
• Substantial increase in 

alternative payment methods 
usage, including digital wallet, 
buy-now-pay-later, and
peer-to-peer. 

FRUGALITY & THRIFT
• Shoppers are gravitating to club stores 

for their superior value proposition.
• Re-commerce is accelerating. 
• Off-price retail, currently pressured by 

supply chain issues, is gaining share with 
Gen Z/ Millennials. 

GENERATIONAL 
SHIFT 

UNDERWAY

FEWER KIDS, MORE PETS
• Among next-gen consumers, we see 

a humanization/premiumization of 
pets and a greater willingness to 
spend on premium pet care. 

SOCIAL IMPACT / SUSTAINABILITY
• Social impact, inclusivity, and 

sustainability initiatives are more 
important to purchase decisions.

• Brand ethos matters to next-gen 
consumers, drawn to mission-focused 
brands. 

eCOMMERCE
• Social commerce trends are 

accelerating.
• eCommerce and digital delivery 

are holding crisis-driven gains.

SOCIAL LUBRICANTS
• Cannabis stands to benefit from evolving 

risk perceptions. Alcohol perceived as 
more dangerous than cannabis.

“During the pandemic, 
a number of behaviors 
and preferences 
tipped; including 
the importance of a 
brand’s social impact 
& sustainability on 
purchase decisions.”

https://www.cowen.com/insights/themes-2022/?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=handbook&utm_campaign=themes2022


survey, 81% of 18-24 year olds and 80% of 25-34 
year olds view social impact and sustainability as 
being “very important” or “somewhat important” to 
purchase decisions. We see opportunity and costs 
related to retailers and brands shifting to more 
sustainable products and manufacturing.

Consumer interest in ESG and social impact themes 
showed meaningful annual increases, while from 
a brand-level perspective, Nike remains dominant 
in key categories and lululemon brand preference 
among Millennials increased over 30% y/y – the 
largest increase of any brand – benefiting from its 
brand ethos and the trend toward health & wellness. 
The important implication is that brands that intend 
to successfully serve consumers will need to evolve 
toward new preferences or risk losing a significant and 
growing portion of the consumer base.

Frugality & Thrift
COVID ushered in a new frugality. Economizing is 
the result of job losses, furloughs, and economic 
uncertainty, and the guilt associated with splashy 
spending while others are belt-tightening. Shoppers 
are gravitating to club stores for their superior value 
proposition. Providing members with unbeatable 
deals and re-investing profitability back into price is 
producing record-high renewals and new member 
growth. 27% of households signed up for a new paid 
shopping program membership during COVID-19. 

Another branch of frugality & thrift is re-commerce. 

Re-Commerce, which we define as rental, subscription, 
and resale, including both online platforms and 
traditional consignment shops, is creating new 
retail growth opportunities as technology-enabled 
platforms help fulfill the shifting consumer 
prioritization toward access over ownership and value. 
Cowen forecasts the U.S. online re-commerce market 
will grow at a ~20-25% CAGR, to $86bn in 2028 vs. 
$17bn in 2020, driven by the U.S. online resale market 
expanding at a ~25% CAGR, reaching $68bn by 2028, 
with top share leaders including REAL and POSH. 
Scale is critical to resale platforms to drive network 
effect and supply chain synergies. We believe this will 
yield industry consolidation over time. 

Key drivers of an acceleration in re-commerce 
include: (1) an accelerating consumer shift toward 
value and sustainability; (2) contraction of traditional 
retail stores via closures, followed by potential mall 
closures; and (3) preferences for digitally native 
platforms that enable discovery and trial without 
physical contact.

eCommerce
We expect eCommerce to exceed $1T in 2022, and 
grow at a 10% 5-year CAGR. We believe the next leg 
of eCommerce growth will be led by consumables (i.e., 
health, wellness, beauty, personal care, household 
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BY THE NUMBERS: COWEN’S U.S. RESALE GROWTH ESTIMATE ($B)

Source: Cowen and Company

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, Cowen and Company

U.S. eCommerce growth forecast by 
vertical, 2020-2025

“We see home health 
as a strategic value 
to payers where 
managed care has 
become increasingly 
focused on at-home 
strategies.”
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items, baby & pet food) and food & beverage. We 
forecast a doubling in eCommerce in the consumables 
vertical over the next 5 years, a function of the 
category’s early/middle stage of disruption as well as 
post-COVID behaviors.

Accelerated growth of e-grocery will drive robotics, 
micro-fulfillment centers, and AI. The reason why 
automation is necessary is that picking and packing 
are time intensive, creating significant margin 
pressure. We see micro fulfillment centers as the long-
term picking and packing solution many grocers will 
adopt.

Among the other sub-themes we see ahead for 
eCommerce are the rising importance of social 
commerce, and digital delivery, which is holding 
crisis-driven gains and at ~28% third-party ordering 
participation, has significant room for growth. The 
growing influence of social media on purchasing 
decisions and the broader adoption of social media 
as a brand/product discovery tool has driven the rise 
of social commerce. Meta is strongly positioned to 
capitalize on this emerging market, in our view. 

Fewer Kids, More Pets
Pet products are poised for growth improvement 
post COVID. Pets helped many people get through 

COVID. The overall adoption rate for dogs and cats 
increased 9% in 2020. Generational forces are also 
at work. Relative to their elders, Gen Z are indicating 
less interest in finding a partner and starting a family, 
and a greater reliance on pets for companionship—and 
given the yearly costs associated with owning a dog 
are ~1/10 that of raising a child, the incremental wallet 
capacity to spend on a pet is significant. As childbirth 
rates have trended down and dog ownership up over 
the past 20 years, our analysis suggests the average 
annual cost to own a dog has increased by more than 
2x. This is further supported by scanner data, where 
our work shows premium-priced dog food share has 
grown steadily over the past four years. 

Plant-Based Food
COVID-19, the emergence of Gen-Z, and the 
convergence of growing food insecurity and 
evaporating resources converge in plant-based food 
— within which, we are most bullish on the growth 
prospects for alternative dairy. More specifically, we 
forecast oat-based will grow to be a $19B segment by 
2026, from our estimated $2B in 2020. Compared to 
previous plant-based beverage iterations, oats score 
high on nutrition, neutrality, taste, and sustainability. 
We see further potential for growth in adjacencies 
such as ice cream, yogurt, and creamers. Next-gen 
consumers demonstrate a strong preference for plant-
based food and we see a long runway for growth.

Alternative Payments
Alternative payment adoption accelerated during the 
pandemic. We believe this increased adoption has 
staying power. Our recent survey results indicate that 
in a post-pandemic environment, 69% of consumers 
aged 18-34 are more likely to complete an online 
transaction when presented with an alternative 
payment solution such as a digital wallet. Perhaps 
even more surprising, the most significant increase in 
preference for alternative payments is offline. 17.3% of 
18-34 year-olds indicate that their preferred payment 
method in-store is now a mobile/digital solution, 2x 
the preference of 8.6% a year ago. Providers that 
stand to benefit from this trend include PayPal, 
which also owns Venmo; Apple Pay; Google Pay; and 
Samsung Pay.
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ANALYSTS: POST-COVID CONSUMER
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“As childbirth rates 
have trended down 
and dog ownership up 
over the past 20 years, 
our analysis suggests 
the average annual 
cost to own a dog has 
increased by more 
than 2x.”

https://www.cowen.com/insights/themes-2022/?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=handbook&utm_campaign=themes2022


in Federal legislation will take time and stretch into 
2022, possibly even into the lame-duck session. That 
said, we continue to like the underlying fundamentals 
of the industry, and believe that state-level growth 
alone makes the industry attractive, as we expect 
legal revenues to double between 2020 and 2025, to 
over $40 billion.

Alternative Accommodations
We believe growth in alternative accommodations (i.e., 
short-term rental of homes to travelers) during the 
pandemic represents a permanent step-up in the mix. 
We estimate alternative increased from 24% of global 
lodging dollars pre-pandemic to 33% today, nearly 
regaining its 2019 peak of around $200B.

Based on emerging trends, including a strong 
consumer sentiment shift in our tracking survey, 
we increasingly see alternative accommodations 
as holding onto most of its gains, tempered only 
partially by the eventual hotel-focused business travel 
recovery.

Social Lubricants
In cannabis, incidence trends and evolving risk 
perceptions for 18-25 year old consumers point to a 
long-term waterfall effect for the category, which 
supports our positive outlook on U.S. cannabis in 
general and the resulting growth prospects for the 
leading multi-state operators (MSOs). Cannabis usage 
is higher for next-gen consumers, who perceive 
alcohol as more dangerous than cannabis.

Publicly traded cannabis stocks have been volatile, 
reflecting both the meaningful retail investor 
participation in the space, and also the dynamic 
regulatory environment. We believe potential change 
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Alternative accommodations’ share 
of global lodging bookings

21%
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COWEN EVENTS Cowen’s 4th Annual Cannabis Conference
November 29 – December 1, 2021

Cowen’s 2nd Annual Health, Wellness & Beauty Summit
September 13-14, 2021

Cowen’s 9th Annual Internet & Media Bus Tour
August 9-16, 2021

Cowen’s 3rd Annual Cannabis Policy Summit
July 13, 2021

Cowen’s 49th Annual TMT Conference
June 1-3, 2021

Cowen’s Market Perspectives On Cannabis Summit
April 20, 2021

Cowen’s Semi-Annual Washington TMT Policy Day
April 8 and November 8, 2021

“Providers that stand 
to benefit from 
this trend include 
PayPal (which also 
owns Venmo), Apple 
Pay, Google Pay, and 
Samsung Pay.”

Source: Cowen COVID-19 US Internet Consumer Tracker, September ’21 

Preference for alternative payment 
methods, age 18-34
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“A unique combination of 
COVID-19-induced lifestyle 

changes, a dramatic 
generational shift, and more 

effective sustainable production 
capabilities has driven one of 

the most significant changes in 
modern-day food manufacturing 

and consumption.”
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The entire agriculture and food ecosystem is 
facing a fundamental shift that is reshaping 
the future of food. A unique combination 
of COVID-19-induced lifestyle changes, a 

dramatic generational shift, and more effective 
sustainable production capabilities has driven one 
of the most significant changes in modern-day food 
manufacturing and consumption.

It is noteworthy that in the United States, prior to 
COVID-19, “Food At Home” sales as reported by the 
Bureau of Labor Statistics only exceeded “Food 
Away From Home” during economic recessions. In 
the roughly ten years between the Great Recession 
and COVID-19, Food Away From Home benefitted 
from an improved economy, an increased desire for 
convenience, and evolving services to meet consumer 
needs (such as delivery). The pandemic shifted over 
$75B in nominal food sales from “Away From Home” 
to “At Home.” We believe that at least part of this shift 
will be permanent. 

From a generational perspective, Gen Z (those born 
between 1997 and 2012) represents one of the largest 
changes in demographic and spending power. Gen Z 
today comprises nearly 25% of the world’s population, 
and just over 20% of the working age population. 
By 2030, Gen Z is expected to be the world’s largest 
generational cohort and about one-third of the 
working age population. This will mark a significant 
shift in consumption spending power, as Gen Z will 
account for about one-quarter of global income by 
2030. (It is noteworthy that in terms of absolute 
numbers, China and India will represent the vast 
majority of the global Gen Z population in 2030. See 
our section on China for additional detail.)

Gen Z has communicated clear preferences for more 
environmentally friendly and healthy products. 
According to a Tufts Nutrition Report, nearly half of 
Gen Z indicated they would pay more for foods they 
perceive as healthier, compared to 32% of Millennials 
and 21% of Baby Boomers. Gen Z also considers food 
part of their overall wellbeing, with 72% saying they 
see healthy eating as an integral part of their overall 
physical and mental health.

Given this narrative, it is not surprising that plant-
based substitutes for both meat and dairy are gaining 
in popularity. In a recent study, those who describe 
themselves as “meat eaters” decreased from 85% in 
2019 to 71% in 2021. Gen Z is squarely behind this 
shift, with 65% of that age cohort desiring a more 
“plant forward” diet; 79% say they would eat meatless 
meals once or twice per week, either now or in the 
future, according to food service provider Aramark. 
According to The Good Food Institute, plant-based 
food retail sales in the U.S. totaled $7 billion in 2020, 
a 27% increase over 2019. Plant-based food sales 
have grown at a rate of 2.5x total food over the past 
two years. In 2020, 57% of households purchased a 
plant-based food product – 78% of whom were repeat 
customers. 
  
Within the past decade, plant-based meat has picked 
up a 2.7% share of the $52 billion retail packaged 
meat category. Plant-based milk substitutes have 
seen strong growth as well, and now enjoy a roughly 
15% share of the $14 billion U.S. retail market. Indeed, 
milk is the largest plant-based substitute category, 
comprising 35% of total sales. Adjacencies within dairy 
alternatives (such as ice cream and yogurt) comprise 
an additional $1.2 billion in sales. We anticipate a 
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Habit Changes Anticipated After the 
Pandemic (Among All Shoppers)

Source: FMI U.S. Grocery Shopper Trends (2021)

COVID-19 SUSTAINABLE FOOD PRODUCTIONTHE EMERGENCE OF GEN Z

• Severe cracks in the supply chain, raw 
materials shortages, logistics pressures, 
and a tight labor market.

• COVID-19’s prolonged timeline, more 
work from home, and behavioral mean 
reversion (indulgence to wellness) could 
help support food volume. 

• Margin pressure is a key issue.

• 50M Gen Z in the workforce by 2030, 
representing a seismic shift in 
demographics and spending power, and 
they are already communicating far 
different priorities.

• Food production is lagging 
population growth.

• Gen Z demonstrates a heightened 
sensitivity to the environment, 
positive for sustainable food demand.

• Gen Z will possess $2T of after tax 
income by 2030; by comparison, 
Millennials today have an estimated 
spending power of $1.4T.

• Plant based is a natural intersection. 
Also, evolving household formation 
trends point to more pets and fewer 
kids.

• Water & land supply are 
increasingly scarce.

• Supply chain inefficiencies are 
resulting in egregious waste.

• COVID-19 has underscored the 
risks of centralized output.

• Controlled environment 
agriculture promises faster crop 
turns, superior output / yields, 
less water usage, and improved 
product quality vs. conventional 
farming.

• We see significant headroom for 
growth in controlled environment 
agriculture.

NEAR TO INTERMEDIATE TERM INTERMEDIATE TO LONG TERM LONG TERM TO GENERATIONAL

THEMES IN PACKAGED FOOD 

SNAPSHOT

COWEN’S GLOBAL OAT-BASED DAIRY FORECAST, 2020 VS. 2026E ($ IN BILLIONS)

Source: Cowen and Company, The Nielsen Company, Oatly Group AB filings, Consumer Insights, IRI
The Nielsen material contained in this report represents Nielsen’s estimates and does not represent facts. Nielsen has neither reviewed nor approved this report and/or any of the 
statements made herein.

Source: Cowen and Company

HABIT
LESS THAN 

BEFORE SAME
MORE THAN 

BEFORE

Prepare meals at home 12% 46% 41%

Eat meals with others 20% 42% 39%

Eat out at restaurants 28% 34% 38%

Order in from restaurants 20% 48% 32%

Make in-person visits for 
food or groceries 21% 49% 31%

Order groceries online for 
delivery 22% 50% 28%

Order food or groceries 
online for pickup 22% 52% 27%

Let food in my fridge or 
pantry go to waste 34% 48% 18%

CAGR:
48.8%

• Oats score high on nutrition, neutrality, 
taste, and sustainability.

• Oats are allergy friendly, as opposed to 
tree nuts. 

• Oat milk has a similar consistency to 
cow’s milk and can foam & mix just like 
dairy milk.

• Oats score very high on relative 
sustainability—crops require far less 
water, and according to Oatly, switching 
from cow’s milk to oat milk can save up 
to 73% of carbon dioxide emissions.

OAT DAIRY DRIVERS

0.2%
Share of

Dairy 1.6%
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Dairy Alternative Adjacencies
Oat milk’s creamy taste and texture relative to other 
plant bases may expand growth opportunities in dairy 
alternative adjacencies such as ice cream, yogurt and 
creamers. Currently, plant based dairy alternatives 
outside milk garner only 0.5% of those categories. We 
believe that oats has significant headroom for growth 
in milk adjacencies.

Alternative Proteins
While sensory and cost parity with animal protein 
have not been achieved, this dynamic could change.  
Advancements in inputs, ingredients, and production 
processes could close the gap, potentially driving 
increased consumption.

Pet Ownership and Spending Behavior
Pet ownership in 2020 rose to 70% of US households, 
and owners spent 11% more on pet food, per the 
APPA’s survey. We believe there is significant 
growth runway for pet products that consider 
next-gen consumer preferences for humanization, 
premiumization, and sustainability.

AgriFoodTech Innovation
AgriFoodTech is the small but growing segment 
of the startup and venture capital universe that’s 
aiming to improve or disrupt the global food and 
agriculture industry. According to data from AgFunder, 
the agri-food industry is a $7.8 trillion industry that 
is responsible for feeding the planet and employs 
~40% of the population. The agriculture industry 
is considered to be one of the least digitized of all 
major industries and we see significant potential for 
disruptive innovation and growth.

Government Subsidies
Given the increasing importance of the need for a 
resilient food supply system, we anticipate increasing 
levels of government action in support of sustainable 
food. 

Carbon Credits
Next-gen agricultural producers should have a 
meaningful opportunity to tap into the growing 
market for carbon credits. Solving for measurement 
and monitoring will be important steps in the process.

COWEN EVENTS

AppHarvet Dinner At Crusonia Forum
September 22, 2021

Cowen 2nd Annual Health, Wellness & 
Beauty Summit
September 13-14, 2021

Cowen 6th Annual FutureHealth 
Conference
July 17, 2020
Conference call

Sustainability & Energy Transition 
Summit 
June 8-9, 2021
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decades-long migration toward plant-based milk will 
persist, as new varieties continue to be introduced and 
product quality improves to broaden appeal. 
We are particularly bullish on oat-based products, 
which we forecast will be a $19 billion global category 
by 2026. In 2020, oat milk sales grew by over 200% 
in the United States, to $267 million, and sales in the 
United Kingdom nearly doubled, to $181 million. This 
while the largest segment of plant-based milk, almond, 
is still growing mid-single digits, or consistent with its 
pre-COVID pace. 

On the manufacturing end of the food chain, food 
production is lagging population growth, and water, 
land supply, labor and transportation resources are 
increasingly scarce. Land supply is being negatively 
impacted by factors such as excessive chemical 
fertilizer use, deforestation, and poor soil and waste 
management practices. According to United Nations 
data, this land degradation is estimated to cost the 
global economy between $18 trillion and $20 trillion 
annually and continues to add to the increasing food 
security challenges the world faces today. In addition, 
supply chain inefficiencies abound, and COVID-19 has 
underscored the risks of centralized output.

Extreme weather has exacerbated already challenging 
conditions. A recent drought in South America caused 
large rivers to dry up, and forced grain exporters to 
find alternative, more costly means of shipping. In July 
2021, one province in China saw a year’s worth of rain 

in just three days, which impacted an estimated 2.4 
million acres of cropland. And in the United States, 
wildfires destroyed three million acres – on top of 
2.1 million destroyed in 2020  – leading to significant 
concerns in California’s agricultural regions that were 
already struggling with water shortages.

Because of these factors, and because consumers 
are increasingly looking for more sustainable 
solutions, we believe that the $1.4 trillion global fresh 
produce industry is ripe for disruption. Versus more 
conventional farming, technologies such as controlled 
environment agriculture (CEA) promise faster crop 
turns, superior yields, little or no pesticide use, up to 
95% less water usage, and improved product quality – 
all at attractive relative economics.

 

WHAT WE’RE 
WATCHING
Trends In Work From Home and Eat At Home
We believe packaged foods’ ability to hold onto some 
or most of at-home gains over the past 18 months 
are primarily dependent on work from home, and 
whether a newfound / rediscovered enjoyment in 
cooking during COVID sticks. Recent surveys suggest 
consumers are inclined to cook more after the 
pandemic than before.
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“We believe the next several months 
represent a critical time for the 

cannabis industry lobby, and we will 
be watching for signs of unification 

behind a common approach to 
federal cannabis legalization.”

CANNABIS
COWEN RESEARCH THEMES 2022
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In September 2016, when Cowen became the first 
major Wall Street investment bank to initiate 
research coverage of the emerging legal cannabis 
industry, Gallup poll support for U.S. legalization 

stood at 60%. Five years later, that support has grown 
to 68%, and the increasingly mainstream presence 
of cannabis in the U.S. consumer landscape can be 
consistently observed in stark data.

At the time of our inaugural cannabis industry report, 
four U.S. states had legalized cannabis for adult use 
and a total of 25 had legalized medical use. Today, 
20 states, representing 44.4% of the U.S. population 
and just over 50% of U.S. GDP, have legalized adult 
use. Medical use of cannabis is now legal in 39 states, 
representing 76.1% of the U.S. population and 77.5% of 
U.S. GDP. 

National Survey on Drug Use and Health (NSDUH) 
incidence data substantiate this popular support, 
indicating robust and growing cannabis usage 
among the 18+ cohort. 31 million U.S. respondents 
acknowledged past-month use in 2020, up over 40% 
from just over 22 million in 2016. Usage on a past-
year basis has surged to 47 million among U.S. NSDUH 
respondents age 18+ in 2020. 

Onset of the COVID-19 pandemic served to further 
validate this continued trend of mainstreaming as 
U.S. consumers included cannabinoid products among 

the goods accumulated in the March 2020 “pantry 
bump” before weathering the initial lockdown, with 
year-over-year sales growth of 64% for the week 
ended March 16, 2020. Moreover, most states tellingly 
designated cannabis dispensaries as “essential 
businesses,” permitting them to remain open (on a 
curbside pickup or delivery basis) during periods when 
many traditional retailers remained shuttered.

Against this backdrop, Cowen has been consistently 
raising our estimated TAM for the U.S. cannabis 
industry, increasing it by 68% from our initial forecast 
of $50 billion for 2026 – a number that raised 
eyebrows at the time – to our currently forecasted 
2026 TAM of $84 billion.

Cowen’s cannabis industry research, which began with 
an initiation of coverage on a single cannabis stock 
in 2016, today spans our fundamental analysts, our 
Washington policy analysts, coverage of 20 stocks, 
in-depth tracking of federal legislative, FDA and state-
level developments, and an ever-widening scope of 
collaboration with multiple sector analysts as cannabis 
businesses and products increasingly diversify beyond 
traditional consumer product models.

As we extend our cannabis forecasts to 2030, we 
continue to anticipate U.S. TAM expansion and further 
note the opportunity within that TAM represented by 
transition from illicit to legal sales, although we do 
not forecast a firm date for the transition to a federal 
legal framework.
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Current State of U.S. Cannabis 
Legalization

Source: Cowen and Company

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, State Data, Company Reports and Cowen and Company

Among those who have used cannabis in the pas year, 66% have 
used in the past month. 

Increasing Incidence of U.S.  
Cannabis Use

U.S. past year cannabis incidence, Age 18+  
Source: NSDUH and Cowen and Company
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WHAT WE’RE 
WATCHING
Timing of 2022 Federal Legislative Efforts
Legislative efforts toward Federal legalization of 
cannabis have meaningfully lagged U.S. consumption 
trends and state-level action. While the market 
had hoped for more immediate relief from Federal 
cannabis prohibition following the “green wave” that 
came with the Georgia Senate run-off elections in 
January 2021, we’ve maintained more measured 
expectations on the timing of Federal action. 

We continue to view Washington’s legalization 
of cannabis as a matter of when, not if, and it is 
conceivable this could happen in 2022, either as a 
result of bipartisan legislation ahead of the November 
midterm elections, or potentially in the lame duck 
period that will begin in November 2022 and end in 
January 2023 when a new Congress is convened.

Evolution, Positioning and Implications of 
Federal Legislative Frameworks
While there are many political wild cards, we believe a 
STATES Act legislative model of Federal deference to 
each state’s decision on cannabis is a possibility. This 
should resolve the current 280E federal prohibition on 

tax deductibility of expenses by cannabis businesses, 
and would also allow cannabis companies traditional 
access to U.S. securities exchanges, commercial 
banking services, and capital markets. 

However, a STATES Act outcome would require that 
Democrats narrow their scope of demands in order to 
secure requisite support from at least 10 Republican 
senators to avoid legislative defeat via filibuster. 
We believe social justice components of cannabis 
legislation, particularly those involving expungement 
of criminal records or required participation of 
minority communities in state legal cannabis 
frameworks, are unlikely to receive bipartisan 
support.

Should the Senate fail to reach agreement on a 
STATES Act approach, we believe that SAFE Banking 
legislation would be enacted as a fallback position. 
This could be kept narrow to only address access to 
commercial banking and insurance, or it could serve 
as the foundation for a compromise bill that stops 
short of legalization but offers relief from the 280E 
tax burden and opens cannabis to capital markets, 
including stock exchange listings. There would likely be 
a Federal excise tax to offset the cost of 280E relief 
and to fund some social justice measures. 
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Evolution of Cowen’s 2026 U.S.  
Cannabis TAM Forecasts  ($B)

Source: Cowen and Company

Cowen Extended U.S. Cannabis  
Industry TAM Forecasts ($B) 

Source: Cowen and Company, State Data, NSDUH, U.S. Census Bureau
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these measures, understanding that these license-
holders will ultimately represent key customers and 
distribution channels.

Growing Profitability and Maturation of 
U.S. MSO Businesses
MSOs have used M&A to expand geographic reach 
across key states. MSOs have layered in assets to 
realize improved profitability from vertical integration 
within each state while also growing regional, and in 
some cases national, brands despite the structural 
limitations of a state-by-state legal framework. 
Average adjusted EBITDA margin across the 15 leading 
U.S. MSOs moved up to 11% in 2020 from -33% in 
the prior year, and MSOs have enjoyed increased 
access to capital as investors respond favorably to 
these profitability trends after weathering the losses 
generated in the earlier years of state-legal cannabis 
operations.

We are focused on MSOs with geographic diversity 
and scale, and particularly those with exposure to 
inflecting states with large markets, such as New 
York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania and Virginia.

In addition, we see opportunities for MSOs to create 
optionality for boosts to profitability as they add 

ancillary asset-light businesses to their portfolios. 
New models emerging around electronic payments 
and other business service platforms are poised 
for growth as state and Federal-level legalization 
frameworks evolve, and these enabling assets could 
also provide early mover advantages to the MSOs 
acquiring or developing them.

European Cannabis Landscape
We continue to watch the evolution of the European 
cannabis landscape, particularly in core markets such 
as Germany, where government reimbursement of 
medical cannabis sales is driving continued adoption 
and increased incidence. Nearly 74% of Germany’s 
cannabis sales over the last three years have been 
reimbursable, and we believe this will contribute 
meaningfully to continued increases in incidence. 
Our forecasted 2022 sales of $650 million for medical 
cannabis in Germany represents a 150% increase from 
sales of $260 million in 2020. We estimate the medical 
cannabis patient population in Germany will grow 
from 100,000 in 2020 to ~235,000 by the  
end of 2022.

Posture of the Cannabis Industry Lobby
To date, cannabis industry lobbyists in Washington 
have pursued divergent agendas, seeking to advance 
multiple pieces of legislation focused on differing 
priorities, thereby diluting the impact of lobbying 
efforts. We believe the next several months represent 
a critical time for the cannabis industry lobby, and 
we will be watching for signs of unification behind a 
common approach to Federal cannabis legalization. 
We will view signals of coordination positively, while 
evidence of continued fragmentation could augur 
negatively for any wide-ranging Federal cannabis 
relief.

Commercialization of Large State Markets
Despite Federal wrangling, individual states with 
large metropolitan areas continue to commercialize 
substantial legal cannabis markets at the state level, 
spurring continued growth of the cannabis consumer 
landscape and popular support for this product 
category.

COVID-19 has also served to accelerate state-
level legalization, particularly in geographies with 
industries hit especially hard by the pandemic. New 
York State notably passed its cannabis legislation on 
March 31, 2021, relatively soon after its introduction 
earlier in the same year, and in partial response 
to a budgetary gap caused by loss of tourism and 
hospitality revenues.

We expect New York State to begin adult sales in 
2023, adding $3.1 billion to our 2025 forecasted TAM 
for legal cannabis. At maturity, we estimate New York 
will become the second-largest market in the U.S. 

(after California), with an estimated $5 billion in sales.

Moreover, in keeping with the overall leadership role 
they have played in the evolving legalization of the 
cannabis industry, states have outpaced Federal 
legislators in implementing policies aimed at some 
measure of social justice. In many states, legislation 
has already determined that the “next” round of 
cannabis business licenses issued in those states 
will incorporate a social equity component, through 
lotteries and other means. Multi-state operators 
(MSOs) have partnered constructively to devise 
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“We are focused on MSOs 
with geographic diversity and 
scale, and particularly those 
with exposure to inflecting 
states with large markets, 
such as New York, New Jersey, 
Pennsylvania and Virginia.”
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“Payment model innovation, 
site-of-care delivery transformation, 
and the digital data revolution are 

three investable mega-trends.”
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The U.S. health care delivery system is in 
the midst of an evolution that has been 
accelerated by the COVID pandemic. While 
we anticipate this change to evolve over the 

next decade, innovations in value-based care models, 
telemedicine, remote monitoring, and point-of-care 
(POC) clinical management tools could contribute to 
this steady transformation in the next year. 

We believe the transformation of the U.S. health care 
delivery system over the next decade favors entities 
positioned to reduce per-capita health care spending, 
particularly for the Medicare population. In our view, 
payment model innovation, site-of-care delivery 
transformation, and the digital data revolution are 
three investable mega-trends. 

For over a century, financial incentives have rewarded 
payors, providers, and intermediaries for higher health 
care spending, and U.S. health spending in excess 
of GDP growth was a prevailing secular investment 
theme.  

However, four structural flaws have plagued the 
cost, quality, and experience of the U.S. health care 
delivery system: the fee-for-service (FFS) payment 
model, flawed insurance design, lack of pricing 
transparency, and inadequate financing. The financing 
issues are illustrated by the insufficiency of the 

payroll tax to fund Medicare, as well as the broader 
U.S. tax regimen’s inability to support the impending 
entitlement tsunami.

Simultaneously, three health care services mega-
trends are driving high levels of innovation, disruption, 
capital formation, and investment opportunity in 
the health care facilities and managed care sector. 
Specifically, payment model innovation (how 
physicians, hospitals, etc. are reimbursed), site-of-
care delivery (where you receive your health care 
service or intervention) transformation, and the 
digital revolution all provide investable opportunities 
to deliver solutions that transition health care 
consumption from volume to value. The alternatives 
require legislative action at the Federal level that is 
unlikely to deliver the necessary results, including 
raising taxes, breaking the “social contract” (e.g., 
reducing or eliminating some entitlement programs), 
or nationalizing the health care industry.

The COVID-19 pandemic has accelerated the 
adoption of more immediate solutions, by necessity 
in most cases, including telemedicine, digital 
patient monitoring tools, alternative sites of care, 
advancement of POC clinical management tools, and 
the growth of government-subsidized health insurance 
coverage via enhanced Medicaid and ACA subsidies, 
among others. 

Source: Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development

MDCR, MDCD & ACA Subsidy Costs as % 
of Federal Spending

Source: Congressional Budget Office
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Cowen’s proprietary Consumer Telehealth Survey 
found that consumers have continued to dramatically 
increase their adoption of telehealth since 2019. 
Moreover, our September 2021 survey data indicate 
that utilization increased dramatically from the 
previous year, with 62.2% of those aware of telehealth 
having had at least one telehealth visit compared 
to 46.9% in our July 2020 survey. Conversely, this 
implies that almost 40% of those aware of telehealth 
still haven’t used it. Our results indicate that once 
individuals try telehealth, they are very likely to use it 
again. Across our four surveys, ~80% of respondents 
who have used telehealth expressed that they would 
use it again and would recommend using telehealth 
services to others. 

2022 and beyond will see the reemergence of 
capitation (a fixed amount of money per patient, 
per unit of time) and the evolution of VBC (value-
based care). The latest iteration of VBC strategies 
are generally tech-enabled, primary care oriented, 
site of care biased, and fiercely anti-FFS. In our view, 
increased adoption of these new VBC models that 
will be successful touch on three key audiences: 
risk-bearing clinic models (e.g., models that receive 
lower payments for poor patient outcomes or quality 

metrics), VBC facilitators/technology support, and 
innovative health plans.

While VBC has been discussed and implemented 
in some fashion for decades, our view of next-gen 
VBC is that it will have to move beyond utilization 
management and de minimus alternative payment 
model bonuses attached to a FFS chassis that transfer 
only modest risk/incentive to providers. This will mean 
increases in substantial payment incentive reforms, 
sophisticated point-of-care clinical management tools, 
investment in primary care/extenders (e.g. nurse 
practitioners, physician assistants), virtual/remote 
monitoring and/or site of care, as well as greater 
integration of social determinants of health (e.g., 
factors such as income, access to education and health 
care, as well social and community factors). 
As VBC care models are redefined, many health IT, 
remote monitoring and POC tools are undergoing their 
own transformation and changing the way disease is 
managed, further driving this evolution of health care 
delivery. 
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How Many Times Have You Used 
Telemedicine/Telehealth? 

Source: Cowen and Company, Cowen Consumer Telehealth Survey, August 
2019, N=2,101, Cowen Consumer Telehealth Survey, September 2021 N=2,046

How Many Times Have You Used 
Telemedicine/Telehealth? 

Source: Cowen and Company, Cowen Consumer Telehealth Survey, 
December 2020 N=2,500, Cowen Consumer Telehealth Survey March 2021, 
N=2015, Cowen Consumer Telehealth Survey, June 2021 N=2,004
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Source: Cowen and Company

SNAPSHOT: RISK-BEARING VALUE-BASED CARE

PROVIDERS

INSURANCE
COMPANIES

FACILITATORS

For example, next-generation sensor technology is 
being developed to provide monitoring of critical 
health parameters that can’t be achieved by existing 
wearables, including metabolites such as urea, 
glucose, blood alcohol, lactate and carbon monoxide, 
putting consumers in greater control of their health 
and wellness and also equipping health care providers 
with more real time information.

We are also seeing an increasing number of POC tools 
such as the emergence of personalized ultrasound 
devices, home dialysis technologies, and the first FDA 
approval of a smart knee implant to determine how a 
patient is recovering from the procedure in real time.

WHAT WE’RE 
WATCHING
Value-Based Care
2022 will not be sufficient to validate the financial 
sustainability of VBC models due to numerous 
factors, including the risk of deferred care returning 
to pressure 2022 margins. While we anticipate a 
longer time-frame before financial sustainability 
starts to bear out, there are two key areas we will be 
watching from the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid 
services (CMS). First, Medicare direct contracting 
(MDC) represents the biggest change to the traditional 
Medicare program since the creation of the Inpatient 
Prospective Payment System (IPPS) in 1983. Direct 
contracting creates three payment model options for 
participants to take on risk and earn rewards as an 
alternative to fee-for-service.

If fully implemented, MDC could as much as triple the 
addressable Medicare market. CMS direct contracting 
programs extend the possibility of at least Medicare 
Advantage margins to two-thirds of Seniors (45M) 
currently enrolled in government-run FFS Medicare. 
We see this as an $800B market opportunity that is 
only marginally penetrated by VBC programs, with 
a revenue and margin opportunity for both payers 
and “payviders” (e.g., integrated payer and provider 
systems such as Kaiser Permanente or Geisinger 
Health) acting as direct contracting entities. In 

April 2021, CMS’s Center for Medicare and Medicaid 
Innovation (CMMI) announced that 53 organizations 
will participate in the first, voluntary iteration of 
its Direct Contracting initiative. CMMI is the office 
within CMS that undertakes pilots of novel payment 
and health care delivery arrangements, several of 
which are voluntary. We believe that Clover Health 
(CLOV) is well positioned to have the largest Medicare 
direct contracting enrollment but with the least 
demonstrated capability of profitability. Oak Street 
Health (OSH), Cano (CANO), and CareMax (CMAX) 
will have very modest enrollment but more credible 
medical management experience. 

We will also be watching for changes to existing and/
or new pilots from CMS’s CMMI. Under the Biden 
Administration, CMS has undertaken a review of all of 
its existing pilots and, the new director of CMMI, Liz 
Fowler, said in October that more mandatory models 
are needed and that she was in favor of models that 
address the total cost of care.

Shifting Site of Care
As the pandemic forced many consumers to seek 
alternative venues for their care, we anticipate that 
some of these changes could be here to stay. We 
will be watching the uptake of telehealth platforms, 
including Teladoc’s (TDOC) Primary360 and Amwell’s 
(AMWL) Virtual Primary Care. 

In August, CVS announced a new Aetna Virtual 
Primary Care service powered by TDOC’s Primary360 
platform. We believe CVS’s new AET Virtual Primary 
Care service is a differentiated offering that not only 
provides members the convenience of virtual primary 
care with a continuous physician relationship, but 
also should improve health outcomes given greater 
accessibility. We believe the resulting benefits 
will accrue to CVS over time as the health care 
system continues to transition to value-based care 
arrangements. For TDOC, we believe the partnership 
with AET demonstrates TDOC’s ability to bridge virtual 
care with physical care, at a national scale. We also 
believe that a hybrid virtual+physical model will be 
the preferred model going forward, which will drive 
additional partnerships between telehealth offerings 
and physical care models.
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We think AMWL’s scaled physician network and 
wide range of services position the company to gain 
share in the underpenetrated market for telehealth/
virtual care as patients, payors, and providers 
increasingly adopt telehealth. We view AMWL’s 
Converge platform as a key differentiator given its 
offering of a single telehealth operating system on 
which all interactions take place, supporting the full 
continuum of care. AMWL’s acquisitions of Conversa 
(automated virtual company that helps health care 
organizations remotely manage and engage patients) 
and SilverCloud (digital mental health platform with 
a global footprint) in 2021 also provide cross-selling 
opportunities that could drive additional growth.

The shift we have outlined can also be seen in the 
move from facility-based care (first inpatient, then 

outpatient) to not only virtual care but also at-home 
care. We see home health as a strategic value to 
payers where managed care has become increasingly 
focused on at-home strategies. This is perhaps 
most evidenced by Humana’s acquisition this year 
of Kindred at Home as well as the proliferation of 
value-based care arrangements between payers and 
providers. We anticipate that interest in at-home 
strategies will continue to tick up as CMS issued its 
final payment rule for 2022 which expanded the 
Home Health Value-Based Purchasing model. Under 
this model, the agency uses quality scores to make 
payment adjustments to home health agencies, and 
those with higher quality scores receive greater 
payments. The model was originally trialed in nine 
states and will be expanded nationwide starting in 
2023 as CMS determined that it resulted in an annual 
savings of $141 million to Medicare. In the final rule 
for 2022, CMS also increased payment rates for home 
health by 3.2%.

This shift in care, along with recent new incentives 
from CMS, could also increase adoption of services 
such as home dialysis, which could benefit companies 
such as Outset Medical (OM). OM’s Tablo integrates 
water purification and on-demand dialysate 
production, making it usable anytime, anywhere. 
Tablo also has a touchscreen interface that anyone 
can master, and data-generating capabilities that rival 
dialysis machines lack. While we don’t anticipate an 
inflection in home dialysis growth in the near term, we 
do anticipate continued growth in the home dialysis 
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market driven by numerous macro factors, including 
a revamped CMS payment model for ESRD (end-
stage renal disease), expanded Medicare Advantage 
eligibility, and the pandemic’s acceleration of home-
based technology adoption. We will also be watching 
for the increased adoption of OM’s Tablo system in 
acute settings. Tablo can drive operational efficiency 
in the acute setting, oftentimes allowing hospitals 
that have outsourced their dialysis requirements 
to bring these programs back in house. Its ease of 
use decreases the staff time needed to train on the 
system as well as the per-treatment labor cost. We 
view the acute care opportunity and the potential for 
this setting to increase Tablo’s adoption in the home 
segment as underappreciated.

Enabling Technologies
Tools such as sensors to monitor patient recovery 
and health could also see important milestones in 
2022. Zimmer Biomet’s (ZBH) Persona IQ smart knee 

implant was cleared by the FDA in August and we 
anticipate it will see strong early adoption trends 
within the loyal ZGH surgeon base. The sensor-
containing device monitors and determines a patient’s 
range of motion, step count, walking speed, and other 
metrics. ZBH recently expanded its partnership with 
Canary Medical, which provided the proprietary 
sensor technology, and this expansion may provide an 
opportunity to introduce smart technology to other 
orthopedic implant categories. 

Recently public Butterfly Network (BFLY) is a digital 
health company that develops, manufactures, and 
commercializes point-of-care ultrasound imaging 
solutions in the United States and international 
markets. The company markets Butterfly iQ / iQ+, a 
handheld ultrasound imaging device that connects 
with a smart phone or tablet and has a single probe 
for whole body imaging. The company currently 
serves health care practitioners and health care 
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become increasingly 
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facilities. Adoption of handheld ultrasound is still in 
its infancy, but we expect these devices to become 
standard of care and be deployed to providers in 
all specialties. Butterfly is also enabling in-home 
imaging to be integrated into home care programs 
that have blossomed during the pandemic era, and 
the company announced a partnership with Caption 
Health to integrate AI-guided ultrasound software 
into its device for cardiac imaging. We could see next-
generation probe technologies in 2022 and 2023 that 
would deliver improved performance characteristics 
and image quality optimization. 

Additionally, Rockley Photonics (RKLY) is developing 
sensors, with an initial focus on the consumer device 
health and wellness market. The company’s silicon 
photonics platform enables the integration of optical 
and electronic components into high performance, 
compact photonic sensors which can be manufactured 
in large scale by outsourced semiconductor foundries. 
Rockley’s sensors can provide monitoring of many 
critical health parameters that today’s wearables 
cannot, such as glucose, urea, blood pressure, blood 
alcohol, lactate and carbon monoxide, and assist in 

the detection, treatment and prevention of disease. 
This creates new opportunities for manufacturers 
of wearable devices in the health and wellness 
monitoring market. Rockley anticipates commercial 
launch in the consumer device health and wellness 
market and attending initial revenue by the fourth 
quarter of 2022.

Taken together with the growth of consumerism in 
health care, companies that leverage existing new 
technologies to meet consumers’ health care needs 
where they want and/or need them could have a 
competitive advantage.
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“Software and new development 
approaches are enabling enterprises 
to improve collaboration, automation, 
efficiency, security, talent acquisition, 

payments solutions, data insights, 
and productivity as well as deliver 

next-gen user experiences for 
consumers and employees.”
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The COVID pandemic has meaningfully 
accelerated enterprise software innovation 
and adoption, ushering in a new wave of 
computing frameworks and applications that 

will set a compelling course for growth and innovation 
for years to come. Software and new development 
approaches are enabling enterprises to improve 
collaboration, automation, efficiency, security, talent 
acquisition, payments solutions, data insights, and 
productivity and deliver next-gen user experiences for 
consumers and employees. 

Work-from-anywhere is driving transformation in 
collaboration/communications software. For example, 
Microsoft Teams’ monthly active users has increased 
nearly 6x from 44M in March 2020 at the start of 
the pandemic to 250M in July 2021. Collaboration 
software adoption has scaled dramatically, and gains 
appear durable given the high likelihood of a hybrid 
future of work.

We further believe investment in modern data 
analytics is at a tipping point. The emergence of new 
cloud delivery models has broken down cost barriers 
and democratized access to rich storage, computing 
& data processing infrastructure needed for cross-
enterprise analytics and business intelligence (“BI”). 
This is helping companies address the desire for faster 
and easier access to data so they can become more 
data-driven and yield greater real-time insights into 
their digital operations.

A tighter labor market and hybrid work are poised to 
drive more investment in human capital management 
(“HCM”) suites. The “Great Resignation” or “Great 
Reshuffling” is driving more competition for labor 
and putting a greater spotlight on the need to attract 
and retain employees. In addition, supporting hybrid 
work structures requires new kinds of workforce 
management approaches. We see these macro 
trends as catalysts for companies to modernize HCM 
platforms and consolidate disconnected HR “point” 
tools, which should lead to a higher investment 
priority for HCM suites. Coupled with back-office 
investments having lagged front-office since the 
pandemic, we think end-market spending is poised to 
rebound.

AI (artificial intelligence) software is also on a path to 
broad adoption. The value of AI accelerated in 2020-
2021 driven by digital transformation and software 
innovation. Forrester reports that more than half 
of global data and analytics technology decision 
makers have implemented, or are in the process of 
implementing, some form of AI. IDC estimates that 
companies will spend $342B on AI solutions in 2021, 
with approximately 88% directed at AI software. 

In addition, Cowen’s IT spending survey supports 
high growth potential for robotic process automation 
(RPA). A modest 29% of respondents claimed their 
organization has already implemented RPA, indicative 
of nascent penetration. Indeed, a combined 59% 
are in the early stages of assessment or planning, 
including 26% currently evaluating RPA; 21% planning 
to consider RPA in 2022; and 12% doing a proof-of-
concept.

In the last decade, software companies have scaled at 
an unprecedented pace as the cloud has accelerated 
innovation cycles, subscription models have led to 
much higher visibility into revenue streams, and new 
routes to market like “freemium” and self-service 
have helped drive greater customer scale. This has 
translated into massive shareholder value creation for 
innovative new companies.
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Enterprise Software Companies Are 
Scaling More Rapidly
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WHAT WE’RE 
WATCHING
The Emerging Modern Analytics Stack
We believe each part of the analytics stack is 
undergoing rapid innovation, ranging from ingestion 
and transformation tools at the bottom-end, to BI/
visualization & ML/predictive analytics at the top-end. 
In the middle is the core data management platform, 
including data warehouses, data lakes and data 
science platforms that are largely responsible for core 
data storage and data processing. This is the area that 
we think is driving the biggest amount of innovation 
growth and investment dollars, centered around the 
likes of Snowflake, Databricks, Confluent, and others. 

The rapid growth of emerging modern analytics 
platforms is driving a wave of innovation and demand 
for next-gen tools up- and down-stack from companies 
such as FiveTran, Matillion and dbt (Fishtown). Per IDC, 
while the data warehousing industry is considered a 
~$20B market (2020), it forecasts the broader data 
management opportunity to be ~$84B (2023). Key 

growth drivers include the combination of public cloud 
ease-of-use, the ability to scale up or down as needed, 
and advanced data processing and analytics tools.

The Emerging Modern Customer Engagement 
Stack: Customer Data Platforms (“CDP”)
CDP’s main value proposition centers around 
harnessing intelligence about what customers are 
doing on digitally and leveraging that information to 
optimize & personalize customer engagement. The 
CDP market combines rich data management and 
analytics techniques with outbound engagement, 
making it the ultimate bridge between customer data 
and marketing campaign execution, but in a modern 
fashion that removes data siloes, powers real-time 
orchestration, and supports multi-channel customer 
journeys through one system.

AI and Machine Learning Operations 
(“MLOps”)
We believe AI software is poised for significant 
growth. AI software has opportunities for applications 
to address almost every aspect of our lives 
ranging from digital health, to fintech, to retail and 
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e-commerce, to cybersecurity. Venture capital funding 
activity reflects an acceleration in private investment 
in AI, which, according to Pitchbook, reached $83.7B in 
the nine months through September 2021, up 102.7% 
year-over-year.

In support of AI software development, we see high 
growth potential for MLOps. Like DevOps, MLOps 
enables automated development pipelines, processes, 
and tools that streamline AI/machine learning model 
development and operations. MLOps will be critical to 
operationalize and scale AI. In collaboration with data 
scientist teams, MLOps can help unlock the value of 
enterprise data. 

Collaboration & Workflow Automation
Collaboration & workflow automation are becoming 
more strategic IT investments aided by shifts to 
hybrid work structures and increasing priority to 
automate application workflows. Vendors focused on 
driving worker collaboration workflows are rolling out 
packaged work management apps and no-code app 
development platforms to fill white space and replace 
manual collaboration historically done in e-mail and 
spreadsheets, thereby helping to increase worker 
productivity. Vendors focused on driving application 
workflow automation are starting to converge various 
technologies into a single platform including low-
code app development, AI, process mining, and RPA. 
We believe M&A by stack vendors will accelerate 
adoption. Cowen’s IT survey suggests that workflow 

COWEN EVENTS 2021 Private Software Company Spotlight Webinar
Ongoing Series 

Cowen’s 7th Annual Software Bus Tour
November 9-10 & December 14-15, 2021 

Cowen’s 3rd Annual Private Company Summit
October 20-21, 2021

Fireside Chat with Zscaler CEO, Chairman and Founder Jay Chaudhry
June 29, 2021 

Cowen’s 49th Annual TMT Conference
May 29-30, 2021

Cowen’s 42nd Annual Aerospace & Defense Conference
February 9-11, 2021

Spending Trends Outlook On Software & IT Services
January 20, 2021

automation is high on the list of spending plans.

DevOps 
DevOps platforms have created the new digital 
supply chain for software delivery and stand to 
benefit from the need for faster, more streamlined 
software development. Today, most companies still 
rely on highly manual and siloed processes across 
the stages of software delivery (plan, code, build, 
test, secure, release, deploy, operate, monitor). 
New DevOps approaches fundamentally change 
this, modernizing the tool stack, breaking down 
bottlenecks, and making processes collaborative, 
iterative and automated in order to dramatically speed 
up development rates. By converging Dev and ITOps 
processes, assembly-line like systems are put into 
place, productivity is unleashed, and ultimately new 
software suite platforms are created - not dissimilar 
to the emergence of ERP software for managing 
manufacturing supply chains. This new paradigm 
is leading to growing demand for developers, new 
markets and budgets to target, and a new class of 
software vendors.

We believe DevOps will evolve toward a single end-
to-end software suite. We view the current market 
state to be in a “DevOps 1.0” stage and find parallels 
to other 1.0 cycles that existed in markets like ERP, 
ITSM, HCM and APM. We see a number of companies, 
such as GitLab, evolving the market to DevOps 2.0. 
For some comparison, looking back ~15-20 years ago, 
SAP and Oracle went down the path of consolidating 
various back-office technologies into a single suite 
offering that supported complete end-to-end 
workflows like order-to-cash, source-to-pay, and hire-
to-retire. Workday and ServiceNow have also been 
successful in selling full suites and building a single 
connected process across a series of different tasks. 
We believe DevOps will follow a similar pattern.

Robotic Process Automation (RPA) 
RPA has ample runway for growth, as suggested 
by our proprietary survey of 150 enterprise RPA 
software customers. 97% of participants agree that 
they expect their organization to materially increase 
RPA spending over the next 2-3 years. Automation of 

business processes is not new, but advances in recent 
years in process automation software have made the 
tools easier to use and scale. As these solutions have 
gotten better, the need for them has risen, and that’s 
only been amplified by the pandemic. 

Process automation software is a key pillar of 
enterprise digital transformation initiatives and 
the strategic prioritization of programs has been 
accelerated by COVID-19. RPA/IA is one of the fastest-
growing categories in enterprise software. Analyses 
by leading global consultancies peg the low end of 
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We Believe The CDP Market Will Grow 
4x In The Next Five Years, ($B)
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the TAM at over $65 billion, with a robust top end 
projected at $200 billion, versus a market size of 
<$20B today. 

Cybersecurity 
In Cowen’s CIO survey, cybersecurity was ranked 
the #1 priority out of 19 different categories of the 
broader IT spending landscape for 2021. Please see 
the Cybersecurity section of this report for more 
details.

Human Capital Management (HCM) Software 
Within HCM, the talent acquisition (TA) market is 
large and has been particularly slow to digitize. We 
believe TA is ripe for disruption. The pandemic has 
exacerbated what was an already competitive labor 
market due to the increasing ease with which workers 
can change jobs in a remote setting, and rising 
employee burnout. We estimate the global talent 
acquisition TAM is $200B. However, only ~$5B is 
attributed to talent acquisition software, suggestive of 
late digital adoption and significant growth potential. 
The TA capabilities in highest demand leverage data, 
deep learning and AI, and address changing worker 
dynamics.

In another segment within HCM – cloud payroll 
software – we believe there is still ample runway for 
multi-year growth in the SMB market due to limited 
penetration, versus a perception that penetration is
more broad-based. We estimate ~510K potential 
businesses, or 40% of the overall SMB market, are 
prime candidates for cloud payroll software, based 
on survey participants utilizing existing general 
purpose/on-prem software and paper-based in-house 
processing methods. Further including companies that 

outsource payroll to local payroll providers, CPAs/
bookkeepers, and other outsourcing methods yields a 
broader population of ~547k potential businesses, or 
43% of the SMB market. 

Integrated Payments
We see continued strong growth potential for 
integrated payments, i.e., where payment technology 
is integrated into software. Point-of-sale (POS)
solutions software is playing a critical role in SMB 
decision-making for the merchant acquirer. Roughly 
78% of restaurant respondents in our survey (80% 
across all verticals) indicated they plan to increase 
investment across proprietary solutions – a clear 
preference over third-party platforms.

We believe first-party software solutions represent 
fertile ground for M&A for merchant acquirers. 
Increasingly, we see payment processors pursuing 
scaled software platform acquisitions – owing to 
the success of fully-owned integrated payments 
solutions (software + payments), not to mention the 
higher valuations afforded to them. The restaurant 
vertical – historically representing ~10% or more 
of acquiring revenue for most processors – could 
represent attractive M&A opportunities with respect 
to software. 

Edge/IoT
While today most edge software spending is for 
apps related to the industrial Internet of things (IIoT), 
we expect adoption by enterprise IT to accelerate 
in the years ahead. Look for partnerships between 
telcos and cloud vendors and advancements in IT 
stack tooling to help drive more edge software 
adoption. We think we are on the cusp of computing 
innovation swinging back to distributed architectures 
via the edge over the next couple of decades. 
Indeed, the innovation and cost curve coming from 
processors, sensors, wireless bandwidth and open-
source software set the stage for AI/ML, analytics 
and enterprise applications to be powered by 
edge networks and devices and help form a new 
set of modern applications that are intelligent and 
automated. We think hybrid strategies will come to 
include data center, cloud, and edge.

“PEO” refers to Professional Employer Organization
Source: Cowen and Company
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“We believe first-party 
software solutions 
represent fertile 
ground for M&A for 
merchant acquirers.”
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“Cybersecurity has reached a 
mission-critical stage. Establishing 

consistent visibility for all 
environments, and proactively 

addressing potential vulnerabilities, 
is imperative and will drive 

spending in the sector for years to 
come, in our view.”



Cyberattacks have increased fourfold in just the 
past two years. In the first half of 2021 alone, 
1,100 organizations were hit by ransomware 
attacks. Recent victims range from one of the 

largest fuel suppliers in the United States to Ireland’s 
Department of Health. The cost of the average data 
breach in 2021 was $4.24M. 

Moreover, the cost of phishing attacks has almost 
quadrupled over the past six years, with large U.S. 
companies losing an average of $14.8 million annually, 
up sharply from 2015’s figure of $3.8 million. By the 
end of 2021, cybercrime damages will cost the world 
$6T annually – having doubled since 2014.

Underscoring the cyber threat that organizations face, 
cyber offenders are not only criminal organizations, 
but also nations and state-sponsored organizations 
with significant resources. They pursue strategic 
national security interests, long-term growth goals, 
and espionage priorities dictated by their respective 
states. Cyber intrusion actors include China, Russia, 
Iran, North Korea, India, Pakistan and Vietnam. eCrime 
and state intrusion adversaries continue to develop 
and implement new methods to bypass detection, 
complicating organizational efforts to guard against 
threats. 

Cybersecurity solutions are shifting from “nice-to-
have” to “must-have.” Cybersecurity has reached a 
mission-critical stage and establishing consistent 
visibility for all environments, and proactively 
addressing potential vulnerabilities, is imperative and 
will drive spending in the sector for years to come, in 
our view. Our 2021-2022 IT spending survey across 
SMBs and large enterprises in the US/Europe confirms 
that security is the #1 concern in cloud deployment 
and it continues to rise in importance.

Cybersecurity remains an area of intense research 
focus as we look for the next company to disrupt 
the $147B security market. We forecast that 
cybersecurity, defined as the tools, methodologies, 
and strategies employed to protect information 
assets, will compound at ~9% over the next five 
years. Visible drivers that support sustainable growth 
include work from home, digital transformation, the 
shift to cloud and hybrid infrastructures, the strong 
growth of structured/unstructured data, a tightening 
regulatory framework, and the need to combat state-
sponsored cyber hackers. New security paradigms are 
beginning to shape the new perimeter-less corporate 
network. Innovators stand to benefit from major 
displacement opportunities of legacy vendors who 
have under-invested in innovation.
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Security Remains The #1 Support Need For Cloud Deployment

Source: 2021 Altman Solon Cloud Survey; Cowen and Company
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Passwords  posted in a Russian hacker forum

Email addresses and passwords sold on the 
LeakedSources forum

Biggest data breach in history
Lost $350M in company value

Customer IDs, passwords, credit card records
$2.1M in damages

Supply chain attack
$28.5M in damages
First CISO appointed after event

Exposed entire account list using 3 employees’ credentials

Server breach
CSO and CISO reassigned to new positions

Hacked via an unpatched consumer complaint portal 
$700M in damages
CSO & CIO left

Chinese intelligence group seeking to gather data on U.S. 
citizens 

Bank account numbers, statements, credit card scores
No authentication was required to view documents 

Hacked via misconfigured firewall
$100M - $150M in damages

Databases unprotected by passwords or encryption 

Supply chain attack
18,000+ organizations and governments at risk 

•

Stolen data from 6 databases  with 20 years 
of information

165M

360M

3B

153M

60M

145M

83M

412M

148M

500M

885M

106M

540M

N/A

NUMBER OF 
RECORDS AFFECTED

6K Infrastructure ransomware attack
Disrupted  45% of East Coast fuel supplyMAY 2021

SNAPSHOT: NOTABLE SECURITY BREACHES, 2012-2021

Source: CSO Online, Cowen and Company 
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ZTNA is a relatively new security paradigm designed 
to protect modern digital environments by leveraging 
network segmentation. This model has become more 
important given the new reality of a distributed, 
flexible, and agile workforce. 

DevSecOps represents a new paradigm around how 
companies build, release and deploy software. Seeking 
higher velocity in application development, enterprises 
will increasingly focus on solutions that help integrate 
security within the creation process.

Security Awareness Training (“SAT”)
Despite massive investments in infrastructure-centric 
solutions, many corporations fail to realize that 
their leading assets are also their leading liabilities—
their employees. The lion’s share of all breaches 
originate from human errors, and next-gen solutions 
change human behavior. Hackers are utilizing social 
engineering schemes to manipulate human behavior in 
order to gain access to corporate networks and invoke 
harm. Examples of social engineering threats include 
phishing, pretexting, email compromise, SMS-based 

phishing, and voice-based phishing. 

We believe that SAT spending is set to meaningfully 
increase and has significant headroom for growth. 
Even prior to COVID-19, the growing number of 
employees operating remotely in cloud applications, 
on premise infrastructure, or on bring your own 
devices (BYOD) had greatly expanded the attack 
surface. According to VMware, businesses have seen 
an 88% increase in social engineering breaches since 
the COVID-19 outbreak. IT security spending to protect 
the human layer is a modest ~3% of the global IT 
security budget vs. ~70% spent on network & endpoint 
security combined. We believe organizations of all 
sizes will allocate greater resources to SAT, serving as 
a long-term secular tailwind.

Internet of Things (“IoT”) 
Device/Edge Security
IoT devices/edge security presents a growing area of 
concern organizations must address. As per McKinsey 
& Company, the number of businesses that use IoT 
technologies has increased from 13% in 2014 to 
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Cowen’s 7th Annual Software Bus Tour
November 9-10 & December 14-15, 2021 

Cowen’s 3rd Annual Private Company Summit
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Fireside Chat with Zscaler CEO, Chairman and Founder Jay Chaudhry
June 29, 2021 

Cowen’s 49th Annual TMT Conference
May 29-30, 2021

Cowen’s Semi-Annual Washington TMT Day: TMT Policy
April 8 & November 8, 2021

National Security & Semis
March 9, 2021
Conference Call

Spending Trends Outlook On Software & IT Services
January 20, 2021
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WHAT WE’RE 
WATCHING
Rapidly Emerging Sub-Markets
New security paradigms such as Secure Access 
Service Edge (“SASE”), Zero Trust Network Access 
(“ZTNA”), and Development, Security & Operations 
(“DevSecOps”), while still nascent, are beginning to 
shape the new perimeter-less corporate network. 
SASE is a cloud-based enterprise security framework 
designed to address the network and security 
challenges caused by digital business transformation, 
delivering networking and network security controls 
at the edge. The SASE market is estimated to grow 
at a 42% CAGR to ~$11B by 2024. We expect SASE 
to cannibalize other markets such as on-premise 
infrastructure firewalls dominated by legacy 
technology (e.g., traditional VPN products).

Source: Charts/graphics created by Cowen and Company based on 
Gartner research. Source: Gartner, Inc., Forecast: Information Security 
and Risk Management Worldwide, 2018-2024, Update, By Krishnendu 
Bal, et al., December 22, 2020
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about 25% today. And the worldwide number of IoT-
connected devices is projected to increase to 43 billion 
by 2023, an almost threefold increase from 2018. IoT/
OT devices are proliferating on strong momentum 
supported by innovative 5G networking technology 
and we believe proper IT security measures are 
required to protect these devices, presenting a sizable 
opportunity.

We believe there are 5 key principles/tenets that will 
be constant regardless of the end model, including i) 
continuous monitoring and visibility, ii) protecting edge 
devices/endpoints from malware and data exfiltration, 
iii) data encryption at the edge and in transit, iv) 
strict access controls in both directions, and v) secure 
connectivity / network security. Although the dollars 
spent on securing Edge and the IoT devices it enables 
remains relatively small today, as the market matures 
and becomes more mission critical to business 
operations, we expect edge to drive incremental 
demand for security vendors addressing one or more 
of the cornerstones of Edge Security listed above.

Continued Relevance of Hybrid
Despite the accelerated shift to the cloud, our 
proprietary research suggests that by 2025, an 
estimated 30% of workloads will remain on-premise 
due to security and data sovereignty concerns, leaving 
room for hybrid providers to sustain 15-20% growth 
rates within this time frame. We estimate a $90B 

hybrid market TAM providing tailwinds for some 
legacy security providers that are embracing on- and 
off-premise strategies.

COVID-19 pandemic disruption has served as a sober 
reminder to CTOs/CIOs/CISOs of the importance of 
maintaining a flexible IT infrastructure to support 
a distributed workforce. The work-from-anywhere 
(WFA) reality has elevated the importance of security 
vendors protecting remote users’ precious assets, 
in this case the endpoint (i.e., be it a laptop, tablet, 
or mobile device). Even if organizations begin the 
process of return-to-office (RTO) plans, we envision 
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“Regulators are 
beginning to bring 
significant enforcement 
actions, creating 
pressure for market 
participants to 
implement cyber and 
compliance defenses.”
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CYBERSECU
RITY

the norm going forward to be a hybrid model where 
employees work from the office if required and opt to 
work remotely if it best suits their flexibility. In either 
case, both WFA and RTO models will be a tailwind for 
endpoint security vendors. 

As per Cowen’s IT Spending Survey conducted in 
June 2021, endpoint security ranks fourth highest in 
priority in the twelve IT security categories surveyed. 
This is consistent with the narrative we are hearing 
in the market as the pandemic has shifted so many 
to remote work. We are aware select companies are 
gradually recalling employees to return to office in 
some capacity, but we do envision a more flexible 
hybrid work arrangement for most organizations in 
the future is here to stay. Hence, endpoint security will 
remain a top priority spend in the foreseeable future.

Regulatory, Compliance, and 
Enforcement Actions 
The tightening of regulatory and compliance 
requirements will accelerate expenditures on 
cybersecurity defenses. Breaches and breach 
responses are frequently high-impact cybersecurity 
catalysts. High-profile breaches can be negative 
catalysts for cybersecurity solution providers and 
compliance-related solutions providers directly 
involved in an event, but they are frequently positive 
catalysts for the broader cybersecurity space or for 
subsegments addressing particular vulnerabilities.

Regulators are beginning to bring significant 
enforcement actions, creating pressure for market 
participants to implement cyber and compliance 
defenses. In July 2021, European privacy regulators 
fined Amazon nearly $890 million for failing to 
comply with GDPR, the largest fine levied against a 
company since GDPR became effective in May 2018. 
We continue to view the tightening of regulation 
and compliance requirements as positive for cyber-
security and compliance solutions expenditures near 
and longer-term.

President Biden’s Cybersecurity Executive Order 
pledges to ensure government systems “meet 
or exceed the standards and requirements for 

cybersecurity.” Improving the security of the software 
supply chain is a key component of the Executive 
Order. Among the implications is that it will raise 
the bar and accelerate adoption of cybersecurity 
standards for organizations that work with the U.S. 
Government.

Product and Market Consolidation
With ~3,500 security companies (mostly start-ups) 
offering a wide array of products, a greater number 
of organizations will seek cybersecurity vendor 
consolidation, which will drive the need for product 
consolidation into end-to-end platforms. This should 
naturally lead to consolidation of market players 
through M&A.

Disclosure: All statements in this report attributable to Gartner 

represent Cowen and Company’s interpretation of data, research 

opinion or viewpoints published as part of a syndicated subscription 

service by Gartner, Inc., and have not been reviewed by Gartner. 

Each Gartner publication speaks as of its original publication date 

(and not as of the date of this report). The opinions expressed in 

Gartner publications are not representations of fact, and are subject 

to change without notice. 

Gartner does not endorse any vendor, product or service depicted 

in its research publications, and does not advise technology users 

to select only those vendors with the highest ratings or other 

designation. Gartner research publications consist of the opinions 

of Gartner’s research organization and should not be construed as 

statements of fact. Gartner disclaims all warranties, expressed or 

implied, with respect to this research, including any warranties of 

merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose.
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“80% of respondents in our 
proprietary 2021 global robotics 
manufacturers survey say they 
are experiencing COVID-related 

accelerations in their businesses, 
with over 40% of those surveyed 
characterizing the strength of this 

increased demand at a level of 
8 or higher on a 10-point scale.”

ROBOTICS 
& AUTOMATION
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Ever the accelerant, COVID-19 has fueled a surge 
in activity around robotics and automation 
technologies as businesses seek to address 
labor shortages, an aging U.S. workforce, 

continued growth in e-commerce logistical demand, 
and policy pushes toward defense technology 
modernization – all against a pandemic backdrop 
that has favored social distancing, including in the 
workplace.

80% of respondents in our proprietary 2021 
Global Robotics Manufacturers Survey say they 
are experiencing COVID-related accelerations in 
their businesses, with over 40% of those surveyed 
characterizing the strength of this increased demand 
at a level of 8 or higher on a 10-point scale. 

This is further validated by our survey of end-users, 
with nearly 80% indicating an intention to make 
robotics investments in the next two years or less, 
and with over 90% indicating an intention to increase 
their proportion of total spending on robotics and 
automation technologies by 10% or more over the 
next two to three years. These investment intentions 
are bolstered by a steady decrease in the cost of 
robotic technologies to the end-user, with robotics 

manufacturers estimating that a similar robot sold five 
years ago would have cost 8-10 times more than its 
price today. 

Moreover, as demand for robotic and automation 
solutions continues to grow, we see implementation 
timelines compressing, with company executives 
commenting that 5-year roadmaps for automation are 
now commonly being accelerated for deployment over 
a 2-3 year timeframe.

In the meantime, overall private capital investment 
in robotics has consistently trended upward, to just 
under $10 billion in 2021 from less than $1 billion in 
2015.

WHAT WE’RE 
WATCHING
Labor Trends
Since 2018, we have cited persistent labor shortages 
as a key driver of adoption of robotics and automation 
technologies. The advent of COVID-19 has dramatically 
exacerbated these labor trends, with acute impact 
on logistics and transportation markets, where the 
spread of job openings to hiring now reflects a 2.25x 
increase versus levels of only three years ago.

Increasing Tightness in U.S. Labor 
Markets Around Warehouse Logistics 
and Transportation

Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics and Cowen and Company
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Increased Customer Interest in Robotics 
Solutions

Source: MassRobotics and Cowen and Company Robotics Survey March 2021, n=27
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These data are further borne out in commentary 
from company executives referencing warehouse 
labor turnover levels of 37% and emphasizing that 
these statistics do not take into account pervasive 
absenteeism, estimated at 20-30%. Moreover, the 
causes of employee absenteeism themselves carry 
significant social and economic ramifications, with 
two leading causes of worker absence, back injury 
and fatigue, reflecting estimated annual costs of $100 
billion and $130 billion, respectively.

We expect these trends, and the potential solutions 
afforded by emerging capabilities in robotics, only 
to be magnified against the backdrop of an aging 
workforce. By 2029, 25% of America’s workforce 
is projected to be 55 years of age or older, up 
significantly from 13% in 1999.

Our dialogue with industry leaders suggests that 
robotic technologies are increasingly viewed as a 
critical component of U.S. company growth, not as 
a means of replacing human workers, but as a tool 
for supplementing their productivity when human 
labor is not available in sufficient quantity. Thus, if 
growth requires 100 human workers and only 50 
are consistently available, robotics must increasingly 
become the complementary enabling technology 
to fill that void. Open source interoperability 
standards, such as those released by our partners at 
MassRobotics, are expected to help accelerate this 
paradigm shift.

 
Emerging Use Cases
As use cases proliferate in response to labor and other 
trends, we anticipate increasing focus on collaborative 
and human augmentation (e.g., exoskeleton) robotics, 
with potential TAM growth to $20 billion by 2026 
for these two robotics verticals alone. Collaborative 
robots (cobots) are still at a nascent stage of market 

penetration, accounting for less than 5% of deployed 
robots as of 2019, but we anticipate this vertical 
will scale up substantially to become a structural 
response to persistent shortages in skilled labor, 
deploying technologies that are increasingly advanced 
and capable of being programmed and modified 
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America’s Aging Workforce

Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics and Cowen and Company
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by humans who do not themselves have training in 
advanced robotics. Exoskeleton and other human 
augmentation deployments in robotics are also playing 
a growing role in enhancing and prolonging human 
labor productivity, including by sparing injuries within 
an aging and capacity-constrained workforce.
60% of respondents in our proprietary 2021 global 
robotics manufacturers survey cited collaborative 
robots as an area of interest emerging from new 
capabilities not previously available.

Cobots are emerging as targeted solutions to perform 
high-cost but lower-value functions such as piece-
picking, which is estimated to cost $30 billion annually 
when performed on a manual basis. Switzerland-
based ABB, a global leader in robotics, launched two 
different cobot product lines this year alone, and we 
believe the current $1 billion cobot market could grow 
to $9 billion by 2026, assuming a cobot density (cobot 
per every 10,000 human workers) that reaches only 
40% of global non-automotive levels.

Surgical Robotics
In addition to an ever-expanding suite of use-cases 
in industrial, warehouse, logistics and transportation 
contexts, we also see robotic technology penetration 
increasing significantly in the arena of surgical 
procedures. For example, while robotics penetration of 
key orthopedic segments (such as total hip and knee 
replacement) is currently at less than 10%, Cowen’s 
proprietary survey work and channel checks suggest 
that robotic utilization could easily account for more 
than 40% of total joint procedure volumes by 2025. 

Overall robotics utilization in surgical procedures is 
currently low, estimated at slightly over 3%. 

However, we expect accelerated uptake in hospitals 
and other surgical settings to track rapid advances 
in technologies enabling key features such as device 
size and portability, dramatic instrumental dexterity, 
360-degree 3D visualization and ability to complete 
complex procedures through a single point of entry 
involving a simple incision as small as 1.5 centimeters.
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Growing Defense and Geopolitical Focus
Current U.S. defense and geopolitical positioning 
favors growing robotic development and deployment 
as the U.S. Department of Defense focuses on the 
‘rise of the machines’ to match capabilities with well-
funded and technologically advanced rival countries 
such as China and Russia. 

 
As a result, U.S. Army spending on robotics R&D 
has risen more than 15x from $20 million to over 
$300 million over the last five years. We expect 
the U.S. Army to lead this acceleration in robotics 

spending, on existing programs as well as in R&D, 
with substantial field testing underway for unmanned 
ground technologies ranging from tank-sized vehicles 
to backpack-scale devices that can perform different 
functions and missions on the battlefield. For 
government fiscal year 2021 alone, Congress approved 
spending of nearly $175 million for just over 2,400 
existing Army robotics systems, and we anticipate 
meaningful growth over the next several years as a 
generational transformation of military paradigms and 
enabling technology unfolds.
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Source: MassRobotics and Cowen and Company Robotics Survey  
March 2021, n=27
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“Dark pools are integral sources of 
liquidity that have unfortunately 
been dwindling over time – and 
regulatory outcomes would be 

a bad result for the execution of 
institutional orders.”

MARKET 
STRUCTURE
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Trading volume isn’t just moving away from stock 
exchanges, which itself has real consequences in terms 
of price discovery, spreads, and trading costs for 
institutional investors. It has also been moving away 
from dark pools – which are absolutely vital sources 
of liquidity for institutional investors. This trend 
began as many banks introduced central risk books to 
internally execute client orders. Many market makers 
enhanced their capabilities for offering internalized 
flow over the past several years as a result of dark 
pool restrictions in Europe, and some of those 
enhancements have migrated to the U.S. On top of 
those trends, we have retail volume going to a small 
number of wholesale brokers as well. The net result 
is that overall volume traded away from U.S. stock 
exchanges continues to grow. 

Many people associate all off-exchange trading with 
dark pools, and we see news reports and comment 
letters to the SEC claiming that “dark pools” are the 
root of all evil. Dark pools have had a really bad rap 
in public commentary for a long time, but that is 
especially true these days. However, ATSs / dark pools 
are regulated venues that have always been important 
sources of block liquidity for institutional investors. 
They are often the first stop for sensitive orders, 
when institutional clients are concerned about 

information leakage, and they perform an integral 
service in the market as we execute larger orders. 
So, while we hear regulators, politicians and reports 
complaining about “dark pool trading”, our concern 
is that it’s a bit of a misunderstanding. What we are 
actually seeing is that dark pools are declining in terms 
of market share in the U.S. equity markets, and it has 
been at an alarming rate over the past 5+ years. This 
decline also comes at a time when dark pools are more 
heavily regulated and transparent than they have ever 
been before, due to new dark pool regulations (Reg 
ATS-N, adopted in 2018).

Jennifer (“Jenny”) Hadiaris leads Market 
Structure at Cowen and Company. She helps 
clients develop and execute strategies to 
address the market dynamic related to 
increased volumes of retail trading which 
impact single-stock execution.Jaret Seiberg 
is the financial services and housing policy 
analyst in Cowen’s Washington Research 
Group. His work provides clients with 
early awareness and analysis of policy 
and legislative developments. Among the 
subjects Jaret closely covers related to market 
structure are payment for order flow, dark 
pools, and cryptocurrencies & digital assets.

Q. Jenny, market structure has been a big topic 
on trading desks for some time but got popular 
attention the last 18 months. What are the most 
underappreciated changes in market structure over 
the last couple years?

A. Jenny Hadiaris, Head, Global Market Structure: 
Retail trading has really dominated our conversations 
for the past 18 months or more. What has been 
underappreciated about this story is that retail 
trading, payment for order flow (“PFOF”), and the 
concentration of liquidity among a small number of 
wholesaling broker dealers – all stories that have 
overwhelmed market structure headlines recently 
– really exacerbated a concerning trend that was 
already in motion. If we look at a chart showing where 
volumes trade in the U.S. going back five or so years, it 
really is a tale of two different types of “dark” trading. 
The overall rate of off-exchange trading and the share 
of volume executed in what we call “inaccessible” 
venues has been increasing – largely driven by 
the execution of retail orders at wholesale market 
makers under payment for order flow arrangements. 
However, the share of U.S. equity volumes executed 
in alternative trading systems (“ATS,” also commonly 
known as “dark pools”) has actually been consistently 
declining.
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A change in the mix of investors is causing fundamental shifts in U.S. equity markets 
– from where volume trades, to when it trades, to what vehicles investors are using 
to access markets. In the interview that follows we explore how market structure 
is changing, key challenges, how investors are adapting, and our perspective on the 
prospects for regulation.

Jennifer Hadiaris is Managing Director and Head of 
Global Market Structure at Cowen and Company. Jennifer 
plays a key role in furthering Cowen’s position as the 
leading platform for non-conflicted algorithmic execution 
solutions.  A well-respected voice on market structure and 
its impact to investors, corporates and markets, Jennifer 
helps clients make informed trading decisions by providing 
value-added tools and insights.

Jennifer Hadiaris
Cowen Head of Global Market Structure
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Jaret Seiberg is the financial services and housing policy 
analyst in Cowen’s Washington Research Group, which has 
been routinely recognized by Institutional Investor among 
the top macro policy teams. He began following financial 
policy in the early 1990s as a journalist, including his roles 
as deputy Washington bureau chief for American Banker 
and as the Washington bureau chief for The Daily Deal. His 
bailiwick at Cowen includes issues related to commercial 
banks, housing, payments, investment banking, M&A, 
taxes, the CFPB, cryptocurrency, cannabis and Capitol Hill.

Jaret Seiberg
Cowen Washington Research Group

MARKET STRUCTURE

U.S. Equities: Breakdown Of Off-
Exchange Volume

Source: FINRA ATS Data (through 9/3/2021) & CBOE Market Data 
“Inaccessible” = volume traded off-exchange, but not in an ATS/dark pool
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When we look at the existing market structure, the 
handling of retail flow, and how accessible (or, rather, 
inaccessible) it is to institutional investors it certainly 
concerns us. But what concerns us more is that dark 
pools may get swept up in regulatory snap-back 
resulting from complaints over PFOF, wholesaling 
and record off-exchange volumes. Dark pools are 
integral sources of liquidity that have unfortunately 
been dwindling over time – and regulatory outcomes 
would be a bad result for the execution of institutional 
orders.

Q. How would you contrast the very healthy headline 
volumes this year with the environment facing 
institutional investors trying to trade in size?

A. Jenny Hadiaris, Head, Global Market Structure: 
The challenge becomes parceling out the volume 
we see on the tape from the “real liquidity” that 
institutional investors are able to access. On any 
given day, in any given stock (but especially in those 
stocks retail investors traffic in), it is nearly impossible 
for an institutional trader to parcel out how much 
of the overall volume on the tape was real liquidity 
they could track and execute against. So if you think 
about this in terms of the instructions a client would 
typically receive or use – targeting X% of volume, 
or trying to be an over-the-day average – those 
instructions actually become a lot more difficult 
if you can’t tell what the “real” volume number or 
distribution is. 

There are numerous factors at play. There’s the retail 
volume that gets internalized at wholesalers – it hits 
the tape, particularly in the mornings when a lot 
of retail orders are entered, but it was never really 
accessible. You can check for rates of off-exchange 
liquidity intraday, and maybe a larger-than-average 
share of volume trading off-exchange points to an 
uptick in retail/inaccessible liquidity on that day, 
but it’s not a perfect science. Then there’s another 
relatively recent trend – the huge uptick in options 
trading among retail investors. This has an ancillary 
impact on stock volumes – particularly when stocks 
move quickly around expiration dates. This is creating 
outsized short gamma positions for dealers, which 

can lead to covering/increased volumes in underlying 
stocks. Then there is all the overall market volume 
that is associated with ETFs, as ETFs continue to be 
substantial portions of overall volume. And, finally, 
there’s just the huge share of volume in the market 
that is pure intermediation. We need market makers 
to buy from an institutional seller at one dark pool 
one second just to sell that same share to a buyer on 
an exchange the next second. As we’ve fragmented 
the market – in terms of venues, price/tick sizes, and 
time – we rely more and more on market makers and 
electronic liquidity providers to “glue” the market back 
together. The most recent estimates of high frequency 
trading / electronic market making placed it at over 
50% of U.S. equities volume. 

So when you take all of these factors – ETFs, retail, 
inaccessible liquidity, pure intermediation – and you 
subtract them from overall volume, you aren’t left 
with a very big piece of the pie that represents what 
we would call “real” institutional liquidity. The below 
chart shows a recent estimate we put together, and 
we, think this is relatively conservative. We estimate 
that only 30% of the volume that hits the tape in U.S. 
equities is single-stock, accessible, non-HFT liquidity. 
And that really puts a hazier lens on the “healthy 
volumes” headlines we’ve been seeing. 

Jan-Sep 2021: Volume Versus Liquidity

Source: Bloomberg, FINRA ATS Data (through 9/3/2021) & CBOE Market Data

Q. How big is the challenge for institutional investors? 
What can they do?

A. Jenny Hadiaris, Head, Global Market Structure: 
If only 30% of current volume is single stock, 
accessible, non-HFT volume, that means that around 
70% of the overall volume is a bit “hazy” in terms of 
whether it is accessible or real single stock liquidity. 
And inaccessibility has only been growing over time 
since we began running these analyses five years ago. 
When we wrote a similar report at the beginning of 
2017, the “hazy” number was only 65%. In addition, 
one of the primary sources of institutional liquidity 
– dark pools – has declined, in terms of market share 
by 33% since 2017. So, these are big challenges when 
you think about institutional investors trying to source 
liquidity, estimate risk and impact, and minimize 
slippage. And they are challenges that are growing.

The trickiest part about these challenges is that 
they are difficult to track and quantify each day. 
There are prominent stocks where over 80% of the 
volume is non-displayed or inaccessible, and these 
percentages change every day. This makes the job 
of an institutional trader more difficult, but also 
more important. We are seeing clients watching off-
exchange volumes, changing the tools they use if they 
are in a name that is heavily trafficked by individual 
investors, watching options trends and expiries even 
more closely, and adjusting their aggression levels by 
time of day to account for the concentration of retail 
participation in the morning. People are taking into 
account metrics of “inaccessible liquidity” in their algos 
or in their decision-making processes. And, despite the 
decline in dark pool volumes, people remain heavily 
reliant on block liquidity to minimize slippage when 
they are executing. In sum, it feels like clients need to 
“bob and weave” more than ever – particularly now 
that volumes have declined a bit from their prior highs 
– to account for the fact that even some of the most 
liquid stocks are becoming more difficult to trade.

Q. Jaret, there has been a lot of press on payment for 
order flow; what are the prospects for regulation that 
would materially change the practice and flows?

A. Jaret Seiberg, Cowen Washington Research Group: 
This is politically dicey for SEC Chair Gary Gensler. 
Some progressive activists view payment for order 
flow as leaving average investors in a worse place 
financially than if they paid commissions. Yet we 
believe Gensler realizes that Democrats in Congress 
will turn on him if online brokers are forced to resume 
charging commissions because they can’t profit from 
the order flow. This could even become a social justice 
issue. As Rep. Al Lawson told Gensler in a recent 
House Financial Services Committee hearing, zero 
commission trading has boosted minority participation 
in investing.

The other factor working against Gensler is that 
payment for order flow is not the only problem 
he sees in the market for retail orders. Internal 
order matching also diverts orders from exchanges, 
which means they are not contributing to national 
best prices. Only the biggest retail players can 
internally match orders, which means cracking down 
on payment for order flow while leaving internal 
order matching untouched could result in greater 
concentration in retail trading. Less competition rarely 
benefits consumers.

He probably also would need to tackle exchange 
rebates as they also impact how orders are routed. 
And history tells us the exchanges are willing to 
fight the SEC in court. Our point is that we believe 

Single Stock “Inaccessible”

Intermediation / HFT
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“There are prominent 
stocks where over 
80% of the volume 
is non-displayed or 
inaccessible, and these 
percentages change 
every day.”
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Gensler realizes he can’t attack PFOF in a vacuum. Yet, 
expanding the scope may make it very difficult to get 
anything done.

This is why we believe the most likely outcome in the 
next few years is greater disclosure of how orders 
are routed and how brokers are compensated for 
that order flow. There could also be an antitrust 
investigation into whether the market for order flows 
is competitive.

Q. How much does Chair Gensler care about market 
structure? Is this really a priority for him?

A. Jaret Seiberg, Cowen Washington Research Group: 
The SEC is a relatively small agency, which means 
there are limits on what Gensler can get done. To 
us, these market structure issues are in the second 
tier. The top priorities are crypto, ESG and Reg. BI 
on investment advice, with crypto alone consuming 
far more agency resources than would have been 
expected a year ago. 

Gensler could still start a broad review of market 
structure. We just don’t see how he could complete 
that assessment and impose policy changes before his 
five-year term expires.

Q. Is Congress going to get involved in market 
structure issues, and what could that look like?

A. Jaret Seiberg, Cowen Washington Research 
Group: We believe the worst outcome would be 
if Congress tried to legislate on market structure. 
There is limited understanding on Capitol Hill of how 
markets work and a big risk for negative unintended 
consequences if Congress imposed solutions on the 
market. The positive news is that it appears Congress 
is willing to defer to Gensler. That means there may 
be congressional hearings, but risk of meaningful 
legislation remains low, in our view.

Q. So where does that leave institutional investors? 
What do they need to be planning for over the next 
year?

A. Jaret Seiberg, Cowen Washington Research Group: 
From a Washington perspective, the biggest threat to 
our view that market structure is not a top priority 
would be news flow that forces Congress or the 
SEC to act. That is how you get policy overreaction 
with negative consequences. Gensler may not view 
eliminating payment for order flow as the right move 
today. But that could change if controversy creates 
political momentum that forces him to act.

A.Jenny Hadiaris, Head, Global Market Structure: 
Yes, I agree with Jaret here. A bad outcome would 
be policy in reaction to news flow, because news 
rarely accurately captures the real issues institutional 
or retail investors are dealing with. The coverage 
around PFOF, dark pools, and other issues has been 
stirring mistrust in the markets. Take a look at some 
of the over 2,000 comments the SEC has already 
received in response to a questionnaire on broker 
dealer digital engagement practices. Many of these 
responses complain about dark pools, systemic 
failures, corruption at large market participants, and 
complacency among regulators. Many respondents 
feel there’s a two-tiered market, where retail gets 
second-rate access. That’s somewhat ironic, because 
if you asked institutional investors, many would 
say retail traders have never had it better – they 
get free, fast trading, with executions at better 
prices than what is displayed. The reality is that 
the retail execution experience has always been of 
paramount importance in U.S. market structure and 
regulation, even, at times, to the detriment of the 
institutional experience (even though many mutual 
funds and pension funds repeatedly point out that 
they ultimately represent retail money). Our concern 
is that there could be a regulatory overreaction to 
improve a retail experience that is already really good. 
Institutional investors need to be wary about this 
“us versus them” mentality. We need to continue to 
reiterate at every possible opportunity that many of 
the largest institutions in the US represent aggregated 
retail investments, and policies that hurt those 
participants ultimately hurt individual investors.
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